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From the publisher
International food
I’m sure you have noticed
the local grocery stores trying
to out-gourmet, out-decorate,
and out-organic each other
lately.
With the pending arrival of a
203,000 square-foot Wal-Mart
Supercenter at Riverton Commons, it isn’t surprising that
they are trying to show that
they offer some things that
Wal-Mart isn’t strong on.
I think it’s great.
I had an organic pizza from
Food Lion that was pretty good
and I love the fancy cheeses at
Martins.
One of the neatest things is
the increase in international
food offerings at the local
stores.
I love trying the Latino foods
at Food Lion. Some are a bit
strange-looking and I can only
eat so much corn-based food.
That said, I guess we better
chow down on corn while we
can before it all gets sucked
into ethanol. Have you noticed
the price of tortillas lately?
I bought some little corn
pancakes stuffed with cheese
at Food Lion and they were
pretty good. But don’t over-microwave them or you’ll have an
empty pancake and be scraping the cheese off the plate if
nobody is looking.
Probably better to pan-fry
them if you have the time.
Being born in Japan and
having lived in India as a kid
I love the Martins’ Asian section which offers, among other
treats, a curry paste in a little
jar.
I am an absolute chicken
curry freak but have never
successfully made an authentic-tasting version at home.
The curry powder just doesn’t
do it. And you are supposed
to use vegetable ghee, a type
of Indian cooking fat that isn’t
exactly a staple in Front Royal.

So I tried the paste and followed the recipe on the jar. It
was pretty good. I added some
red pepper to make it nice and
spicy since the curry paste is
mild.
Martins also sells a pretty
good Indian Nan bread in their
fancy bakery section. That is
mandatory for true Indian eating!
Coyotes
Right before the last issue
went to press, Roger Bianchini, our managing editor, and I
argued as we usually do about
what would be on the cover.
I told him I was putting a
coyote on the cover and giving it a four-page spread in the
center.
Roger said I was crazy and
that we would end up throwing all the papers away since
nobody cared about coyotes.
I did it anyway and Roger
met me later that night to give
me a circulation update.
“You’ll love this,” he said.
“30 copies of the paper were
dropped of at Shenandoah
Farms Grocery and they called
me three hours later to say
they were all gone. I asked if
someone took a big stack and
they said no, that everyone
was taking one. They said they
think it was the cover.”
I smiled and promised that I
would poke fun at him here.
I’m sure we’ll still argue
about covers in the future. We
do seem to enjoy it.
Mozy.com
My dad has been singing
the praises of mozy.com for a
while. They have a free service
to back up your hard drive up
to 2GB. They also have an unlimited service for $4.95 per
month.
I did some checking and they
are highly-rated and my dad

seems to be sold. They might issue. (We REALLY realized
be worth checking out.
this when I left it out once.)
The stores like it because if
The date and time
a tourist comes in looking to
buy a map, they can just point
I also got this gem from my to our paper and say, “there is
dad: At three minutes and four a free map in there.”
seconds after 2 AM on the 6th
I imagine the folks who sell
of May this year, the time and maps aren’t as amused.
date were 02:03:04 05/06/07.
The map idea came from a
This will never happen again. girl who works in Rite-Aid and
was a terrific suggestion. We
E-mail
got one from the Front Royal
Visitor’s Center--an outfit I
My editor@warrencountyre- can’t praise enough.
port.com address is still flaky
Lately I have been getting
due to the terrible and unreli- more comments about the
able service I get from ipower- businesses that aren’t listed in
web.com, who I regularly trash the map and the ones that are
in this column.
listed that have closed.
After considering several loWe are working on it.
cal and non-local alternatives I
am switching to Yahoo for the
It’s getting late
site hosting mainly because I’ll
get to use their incredible webI usually save this column for
mail interface for my warren- last and often have trouble fincountyreport.com addresses ishing it on time.
and they’ll be integrated on
A couple of days ago I menthe same page with my other tioned this to Holly, our new
domains.
salesperson. I told her I may
If you aren’t a techie you may not do it this issue and stick
not understand all of that so Tony’s cartoon on page 2 indon’t feel bad.
stead.
Holly looked at me like I was
Robert Tilton
crazy and indicated that she
would not be happy if I didn’t
You may remember seeing write it. (She used slightly diftelevangelist Robert Tilton ferent words.)
featured on 20/20 years ago
So here I am, having procrasfor throwing away dumpsters tinated until 7:47am on print
worth of unread prayer re- day trying to write this without
quests sent in by unwitting getting in too much trouble.
victims of his “send me money
Harry Long just called from
or burn in hell” TV program. the print shop and said they
Well Tilton is back on TV are chomping at the bit so I
and is featured on Black En- have to cut this a little short.
tertainment Television late at I think I’ll cheat a little bit and
night.
increase the font size so it fills
What on earth is that net- the space. Hopefully, there
work thinking? They should be aren’t too many misspellings!
ashamed.
Until next time, thanks for
reading the paper and we’re
The map
sorry we ran out of the coyote
issue.
A lot of folks have mentioned
that they love the Front Royal 			
- Dan
map we print in the paper each
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Republican party fighting

Accusations fly as political season heats up
Republicans squabbling as Smedley picks up Obenshain endorsement
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
As if political business as
usual – fueled by God-like
egos, personal vendettas, myopia, the lust for power and/or
money and borderline insanity
– isn’t enough here in River City,
the coming of a Party canvass
and looming general elections

Family
Convenience

• Gas & Groceries

opened a Pandora’s Box of allegations, denials, finger-pointing
and some downright hostility
this month.
In rapid succession there were
somewhat dated allegations of
“dirty” political maneuvering
by a sitting supervisor (Carter)
aimed at Warren County Commissioner of the Revenue John
H. Smedley; allegations by several sitting Republican supervisors (Traczyk, Llewellyn) of maneuvering by a Republican Front
Royal Town Councilman (Sayre)

to stir up outside-the-Party opposition against them in coming
races; followed closely by said
councilman’s cross allegation of
political maneuvering by Carter
regarding a former Independent
Front Royal mayor (Banks).
The allegation pointing toward
Sayre’s interest in challenges to
sitting fellow Republicans was
raised by Warren County Board
of Supervisors Chairman Richard Traczyk at the May 9 Warren
County Republican Committee
meeting, though Traczyk did not

mention Sayre by name. Questioned later, Traczyk did verify
Sayre as the Party member he
was referencing. Traczyk’s statement to the Republican Committee and subsequent media
inquiries led to a heated verbal
exchange between Llewellyn
and Sayre outside the Warren
County Courthouse that could
be heard from at least two blocks
away according to one committee member.
“It wasn’t the first time I had
occasion to question Mr. Sayre’s
ethics, sincerity and his honesty,”
Llewellyn said of his post-meeting encounter with the councilman. Llewellyn said Sayre
approached him aggressively
despite the supervisors repeated
attempts to cut the conversation
short. “The bottom line is Tom
seems to be completely out of
control at this time and he just

seems to fly off in any direction and in many instances he
is just illogical, makes virtually
no sense at all in his arguments
and he doesn’t take into consideration anyone else’s point of
view. And what he typically does
is take your views and alter them
to match his thought process.”
Queried about the incident
and allegations, Sayre responded
by e-mail on May 11.
“This is much ado about nothing. As I have previously stated I
am not recruiting independent
candidates to run against members of my Party. I continue to
be a loyal member of the Republican Party because I share the
principle of less government and
lower taxes, among others. I will
have no further comment with
respect to these allegations,”
Sayre replied.
Both Traczyk and Llewellyn
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Republican party fighting
pointed to an early May conversation they were informed
about from “four or five” sources
that Sayre is alleged to have
had with Fred Andreae, an Independent and former county
planner. Their understanding of

John Smedley
the conversation was that Sayre
had “lamented” the fact the
supervisors were facing re-election without opposition. Despite
Sayre’s assertion on the matter,
the depth, direction and intent
of the Sayre-Andreae conversation remains at issue with both
Traczyk and Llewellyn. Andreae,
reported to be out of town, could
not be reached for comment on
his perception of the conversation with Sayre prior to publication.
The issues raised by Traczyk
at the Republican Committee
meeting apparently led directly
to a late evening call from Sayre
to former Front Royal Mayor
George Banks, a political Independent, on May 9 during which
the issue of a Carter conversation with Banks over his future
political plans was discussed.
Carter said he had discussed
Banks’ political future with the
former mayor about four years
ago prior to Llewellyn’s decision
to run for office for his current
term, which ends this year.
Banks declined comment on his
May 9 conversation with Sayre.
Revenue politicking
Before the Republican Committee fireworks went off, the
firing of a disgruntled, part-time
Department of Social Services
employee re-ignited the issue of
personal integrity in the Repub-

lican race for the Commissioner
of the Revenue nomination.
Judy McClosky, a three-daya-week fraud investigator for
social services fired on April
26, stated to the media she had
been asked by Happy Creek
Supervisor Tony Carter last
year about her availability for
a potential investigation into
the way the Tax Relief for the
Elderly Program was administered by Smedley. The inquiry,
which Carter admits to having
made, came during the board of
supervisors’ exploration of how
the Tax Release for the Elderly
Program impacts the county
financially. An attempt that year
to place the program under the
auspices of the county finance
department floundered and
was eventually dropped by the
board.
Currently Warren County
Planning Commissioner Ron
Mabry is challenging five-term
incumbent Smedley – who on
May 11 picked up a key Republican endorsement from 26th
District State Senator Mark
Obenshain – for the Republican
nomination. That challenge will
be decided in a May 22 canvass,
open to all registered voters,
held at the WCGC.
Carter and Smedley are old
political adversaries. Carter
challenged Smedley for the
Republican nomination for
Revenue Commissioner in 2002,
Smedley’s first race as a Republican after four successful
campaigns as an Independent.
Smedley soundly defeated the
sitting Happy Creek supervisor
in that Party canvass.
In Smedley’s final Independent
campaign in 1998, he defeated
then Republican Committee
Chairman Matt Tederick following a particularly nasty political
race during which Tederick
raised the issue of Smedley’s
integrity, openness and administration of programs like tax relief
for the elderly.
Asked about McClosky’s revelation of Carter’s inquiry about

a potential investigation of his
office, Smedley said it was old
news to him. Smedley also said
he smelled old political vendettas rather than substantial issues
at the root of ongoing inquiries
about his handling of his office.
“I sure do,” Smedley said of the
role of politics in such inquiries.
“It’s been happening ever since
I ran against an opponent back
about eight years ago (Tederick). It also festered again four
years ago when Steve Brady ran
against me (the same year Carter
challenged him for the Republican nomination).”
Deep in his second internal
Republican battle to remain in
office, Smedley said of the tax
relief program, “The number of
people and the total amount of
money involved is audited and
must agree with the Treasurer’s
books. The taxpayer’s file are
not opened or audited under
any circumstances no matter
who is the Commissioner of
the Revenue. These records
hold people’s social security
numbers, bank account numbers, federal tax returns and
other personal information (see
related story). Should I release
this information I would break
my oath of office and could be
subject to violations of Virginia
law. This is information Carter
and Llewellyn want but can’t
have,” Smedley said.
Smedley said what he believes
are politically motivated pushes
for such disclosures hold implications for other records held
through his office, including
personal property, income tax
and land use.
“This issue could go on indefinitely, however, I will take the
high road. Mr. Carter and Mr.
Llewellyn have an agenda – to
get my opponent elected so they
can run the Commissioner of
Revenue Office.”

countability between the office
and the board would not be an
issue. “My approach throughout
the whole campaign is that accountability is a key component
of the Commissioner’s office as
it should be with any office that
handles public money.
“When I’m commissioner
everything is going to be open.
Certainly confidential information doesn’t get released but
there is a partnership with the
county and the audit will be
done as a regular, standard procedure on an annual basis,” the
Republican challenger said.
“Mr. Smedley’s comment that
an audit can’t be done because of
confidential information really
doesn’t hold any water. Corporations have audits done all the
time – they have proprietary
information, they have confidential information yet none of
that information is released in
very specific detail.
“An audit can be done to say
this program is being operated
appropriately and legally and we
do not make any recommendations for changes or an audit
may say we are finding these issues and we would recommend
some changes in the operation
of the program – that’s good information and assures programs
are run efficiently,” Mabry said.
An open book?

Of his inquiry to McClosky,
Carter, who also sits on the Social Services Board scheduled
to review McClosky’s grievance
over her termination on May 17,
said, “It was just to ensure that
the program was properly administered. As a supervisor you
have a fiduciary responsibility
to make sure that it’s adequately
run. I made the inquiry approximately nine to 12 months
ago, it was a one-time inquiry, I
was gathering information for
Mabry’s perspective
the purpose of presenting it to
the board at that time. It was
Mabry said if he were elected never pursued and as far as I
Commissioner of Revenue, ac- was concerned it was a forgotten

matter until it was brought forth
by another party (McClosky).”
Llewellyn said the board of
supervisors’ interest in the Tax
Relief for the Elderly Program
was an outgrowth of what he
admitted were a series of unsubstantiated reports the numbers
admitted to Warren’s tax relief program may be unusually
high.
“The reason we were talking
about an audit was that we had
been hearing for almost a year
and a half of incidences where
people who didn’t belong in the
program were in the program,”
Llewellyn said. “Now it was
all second and third hand but
since none of us are privileged
to having the information in
front of us – and I don’t think
anybody on the board of supervisors wants to see it, I don’t and
I don’t know that anybody else
does – the thought was that an
outside third party have the opportunity to review it, like any
other county program . . . We
just want a third party auditor to
verify that those in the program
belong in the program and that
they have realistically qualified
to be there. The board certainly
doesn’t want to remove anyone
from the program that deserves
to be there, we just want to
make sure the system isn’t being
abused.”
Cannibals?
At the end of a tough political
week, Warren County Republican Committee Treasurer Tony
Elar bemoaned the spurt of
Party infighting.
“It’s pretty bothersome to me,
what is going on. It just goes to
show you – and it’s happened
to me on other committees in
other states and other jurisdictions – that when you have such
a strong one Party domination, we begin to fight amongst
ourselves and we have started
cannibalizing our Party instead
of continuing the good fight
against the Democrats.”
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Audit controversy

Nearby Revenue Commissioners describe processes
Full tax relief program audits not routine in two adjacent counties
“My office does administer
Tax Relief for the Elderly and as
far as I know, always has,” Black,
In an attempt to see how in her position since Feb. 1999,
things work on “the other side” responded.
we inquired of three nearby
Commissioner of the Revenue Frederick County
Offices if they administered
the Tax Relief to the Elderly
“Since the information on
program, and if so whether and individual applications is secure
how those programs had ever data only an approved auditor
been audited.
with security and disclosure
We received responses from restrictions would be allowed to
two Revenue Commission- see these records and therefore
ers, Ellen Murphy of Frederick audit them and only then with
County and Kathy Black of certain information hidden,”
Shenandoah County.
Murphy said of potential se“I have always managed the curity issues revolving around
tax relief program for the elderly audits. “Our external auditor
and know that my two immedi- is aware of the program and
ate predecessors did as well,” while he has not spent an inMurphy, who has been in office ordinate amount of time on it
since November 1994, replied. there have been questions on
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

Lawyers serving
injured persons
involved in:

it in the past but not annually.
These questions have had NO
(her emphasis) political basis or
any regularity, as say in election
years. They have been part of the
random sampling audits as normally conducted on very limited
occasions. There has been no
political issue with this program
during my administration of it,”
Murphy observed.
“I would only allow disclosure
of specific data in this program
through the approved auditors,
who are under disclosure and
security restraints, if necessary,
and would make every attempt
to hide social security numbers
and names on any application
chosen for examination. I have
no problem with the program
being examined, however, as
long as secure data is not released.
“I take pride in providing the
citizens of Frederick County
with accurate and proper administration of the many programs under my office and

have always cooperated with
any auditing request from the
Board of Supervisors,” Murphy
concluded.
Shenandoah County
Of Shenandoah’s operation,
Black said, “My office tries to
cooperate with the administrative body of the county and the
county auditors as necessary. We
deal with a great amount of confidential information and do
feel compelled to protect our
citizens’ privacy. I do not believe
this office has ever had an issue
of oversight. My office administers all county tax programs
in a conscientious manner with
the utmost integrity in an effort
to be fair and accurate in our
assessments to all our citizens.
“The external auditors are
aware of the Tax Relief program
and the total amount of relief
granted is a part of the official
county audit. The auditors are
bound to security and disclo-
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sure restrictions. During any
audit process a random sample
may be asked for. I am only aware of the auditors looking
at the Tax Relief “Book” which
has basic information on it
such as name, address, property
description and the amount of
relief granted. None of this information is confidential. I am
not aware of a specific sampling
being done of actual applications in recent years. If it was
requested, I would try to conceal
confidential information such
as social security numbers, income.”
Conclusions
What conclusions can we
draw from our small and scientifically unsound survey?
Are full tax relief program
audits:
• Routine? – no;
• Political? – possibly;
• Warranted? – if legitimate operational or financial concerns
exist;
• Doable? – carefully and with
privacy protections in place.
It would seem a simple matter
for the Warren County Board
of Supervisors, or anyone else
(with a couple extra days at
their disposal) to determine if
Warren County has an unusual
per-capita enrollment and tax
relief stream compared to other
jurisdictions. That information should be ascertainable
without the need to explore any
privileged personal information of program participants.
The numbers of those enrolled
and the amount of tax relief
granted through this and other
surrounding jurisdictions’ taxrelief programs would be all that
is needed.
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Town survey

Town not slammed by own survey
Nice place to live – but about that government . . .

Roger Bianchini

some news about surveys in
this community recently; I think
you’ve had one yourself – that
you were not slammed in?

Front Royal Town Manager J. Michael Graham discusses results of town quality of life survey at a
Front Royal Planning Commission work session.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

April front-page notice of the
less-than-favorable result of a
chamber of commerce survey of
its membership concerning the
town’s relationship to that segment of the business community, the town manager wanted
to alert this reporter and the
general public to a kinder, gentler view of the Town of Front
Royal. To that end we publish
the following transcript of one
portion of an occasionally amusing discussion. We do, however,
reserve the right to question
whether the 500-plus (seven
percent) response amounts to
the scientifically sound sampling
and consequent “marching orders” Graham believes them to
be. And we wish we’d had time
for one more question – What
do you think the 59 percent
who made “changes to the town
government” the number one
priority for desired changes to
the Town of Front Royal, meant
by that suggestion?

Front Royal Town Manager
J. Michael Graham, or Mike as
we media peasants like to call
him, recently visited with yours
truly and WZRV/WFTR News
Director Mario Retrosi on The
Valley Today.
Graham did us a great favor
by appearing on short notice on
a day the scheduled guest was
forced to cancel and the station
was having technical difficulties
on the 95.3 FM side that were
not of my creation – really.
Graham discussed several
issues, including the town’s balanced budget achieved without
a tax increase, a renegotiated
wholesale electrical purchasing
contract that has significantly
reduced projected costs to town
electrical customers over the
next two years, and the results
of a town survey distributed to
citizens about quality of life issues here.
With this publication’s mid- Roger Bianchini: There’s been

remember this survey went
out in December, January and
February and it was pretty cold
I think in January and February
. . . So they actually weathered
the storm and went out, even
when it was snowing and got
these surveys in and we had a
great response. We had over 500
responses. And in the world of
surveying, when you get over
two or three percent response
you’re high-fiving and . . . I know
that we got about a seven and
a half percent response which
gives you pretty good demographic sampling. The other
thing we did that was kind of
unique, is we broke down the
town into 16 different sectors.
So we can actually go in and find

out exactly in what areas – some
issues that were very important
to some and not to others.

RB: The survey specifically,
Michael Graham: Coming from
I think, one of the important
you Roger, I feel that as a comthings is what do you think of
pliment. But basically, yeah, we
living here, what do you like
started our quality of life survey,
about it, what is good or bad
which is much different than
about the quality of life in Front
maybe some of the other surveys
Royal. What do you as the town
out there. I needed to find out
manager take from the responsexactly what the citizens were
es that you got on that?
thinking about Front Royal. Not
so much policy, but just about
MG: Well it was broken down
living here and what they liked
into a couple different segments
[about] living here. And so we
and smaller segments from
set up the survey scientifically
the big segments. One was the
– very scientifically to be able to
quality of life in Front Royal,
set it up in two different stages.
and in that we asked about six
One was the basic rating of
questions. Everything from
questions and
the other one
Del. Clifford L. “Clay” Athey, Jr.
was the open18th District House of Delegates
ended answers
to questions.
Serving Fauquier, Frederick, and Warren County
And so that’s
kind of how we
setup the basis.
Wi t h t h a t
you know we’ve
come up with
some real interesting conclusions, which
– well let me
start out, is that
when you have
a unit of around
7,000 families
and each one
of them got a
survey because
Stacey & I thank you for the opportunity to serve.
we hand delivered it to their
If I can be of any help, please contact me at (540) 635-7917,
door with using
			
in Richmond at: (804) 698-1018,
the VIPS and
the VIPS were 			
by E-Mail at: DelCAthey@house.state.va.us,
g re at volun- 			
or by mail at:
PO Box 406, Room 510
teers. I mean,
						
Richmond, VA 23218
you’ve got to
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Town survey
how would you rate the quality, to your neighborhood, to a
place to raise kids, place to live,
place to retire. You know, how
you rate the quality of services
in the town. And overall, you
know, we had a rating up over
70, 80 percent that fell with in
the fair to excellent range, with
the majority within good. But
these things – you don’t look
at those as much as you look at
the other percentage that didn’t
say it was good, you know, and
that’s where we have to improve
. . . because we want to move
those numbers up to 100 percent
loves to live here. You still got,
you know a very small percentage, but we want to make sure
they’re happy.

were very high
between fair
and excellent,
we were in the
80 percentile
in most of that,
that people felt
very safe living
in Front Royal.

RB: I learned something in
college when I was studying
sociology, you’ll always have 20
percent of the people that are
opposed to anything, so you’re
never going to get 100 percent,
at 80 you’ll be doing good.

RB: No comment – hey, my
profession is to
be cynical.

RB: Like I said,
that equates to
100 percent in
most surveys,
because you
have 20 that are
just obstinate.

Roger Bianchini

MG: You don’t
fall in that, do
you?

M G : O k a y,
well, you do a
very good job
MG: Well, we’re already doing of that.
good then if that’s the case. The
other segment was safety, you Mario Retrosi: I was going to
know, we’re very concerned say, that fits you to a T.
about safety and again we broke
it down to violent crimes, prop- RB: I had a Chinese dinner reerty, how you feel in the neigh- cently, my fortune cookie said,
borhood, do you feel you can “Don’t give into cynicism.” I said
walk in the streets at night and it’s too late.
things like that. And again we

MG: There’s always hope.
RB: Yes, Mario?
MR: I was going to say we have
just a few more seconds left.
What do you take most out of
that survey? What’s the big
thing that folks like most about
Front Royal and what is some-
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thing you guys need to work on? clean up and things like that and
We have about 50 second.
also the congestion in the town.
So those are two of the major
RB: That it’s about to turn into ones we’re going after is beautifiManassas, right?
cation of the community, [code]
enforcement and then let’s clean
MG: No, no. The thing that up that traffic.
became very obvious through
the survey was three major MR: That’s going to do it, thank
areas – you know, first of all as you very much. Michael Grayou look at the services of Front ham, Town Manager of
Royal we again rated very high Front Royal, thanks for coming
in the good category, there were in on short notice … and thank
two areas, though that didn’t you very much Roger Bianchini,
rate so good. Basically it was the the host of The Valley Today.
code enforcement in … zoning,

Skyline Restaurant and Lounge
Breakfast Buffet Saturdays and Sundays

				
				

DiamondBack • May 19 • 8p-Mid
Par-T-Dox • June 12 • 8p-Mid

				
				
				

Karaoke-Tuesdays
Open Mic-Thursdays
DJ or Live Band-Fridays

915 North Royal Avenue • 540-635-6615
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Marshall trial

Marshall ruled insane during 2005 shooting
Durham Drive shooter faces mental commitment, rather than prison
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
As Harold Vincent Marshall
Jr. was being taken into custody
at the conclusion of his shootout with three Warren County
Sheriff’s Office deputies on April
26, 2005, one of those deputies, a wounded Alan “Junior”
Darr, testified he asked Marshall something to the effect of,
“What’s your f---ing problem?”
Little did Darr, who was grazed
along the left cheek after being
greeted with a shotgun blast as
first responder to the scene, realize it would take over two years
for the legal system to answer
that question.
On the morning of May 11,
Warren County Circuit Court
Judge Dennis L. Hupp ruled
that Marshall was legally insane
the day after his father’s funeral
when he began by shooting up
his own Durham Drive home
before proceeding into the remote rural neighborhood and
firing rifles and shotguns into
the occupied homes of his two
closest neighbors, as well as a
parked tractor-trailer cab, before
engaging responding deputies in
a five to seven minute pitched
gun battle.
“Except for the two cases
in which I imposed the death
penalty this is the most difficult
decision I’ve had in 15 years on
the bench and it weighs heavily
on me,” Hupp said in prefacing
his decision. The judge spoke for
nearly half an hour before ruling
Marshall innocent of 25 charges,
including three of attempted
capital murder stemming from
the shootout with deputies, due
to insanity.
Hupp faced a packed courtroom that included a dozen uniformed members of the Warren
County Sheriff ’s Office, includ-

ing Darr and Jerome Robinson,
two of the deputies involved in
the shootout – the third, Tim
Sutherly is now police chief of
Strasburg – and Sheriff Daniel
T. McEathron, as well as Brenda
Cameron, who huddled with her
niece Jennifer and four children
under the age of 10 in the second
neighboring home fired into by
Marshall shortly before 8 a.m.
that sunny spring day two years
ago.
Darr called the deputies heroes and said the Cameron and
Carter families terrorized that
morning should not have had
to endure such an experience
within the confines of the places
where they should feel most secure in the world – their homes.
Hupp said were he ever to agree
to Marshall’s release from a state
mental facility that two conditions imposed would be that
Marshall never return to the
Durham Drive neighborhood
and that he never again possess
firearms.
“I must confess to a great
urge to convict and punish
Mr. Marshall – but it is more
complicated than that,” Hupp
told the hushed courtroom. At
the conclusion of the four-day
defense case on April 24, Hupp
observed that he had taken over
300 pages of notes during the
six-day trial, which was broken
into two segments.
Hupp cited Marshall’s lengthy
history of involuntary psychiatric commitments, dating to
1985, and repeated diagnosis of
bipolar disease with episodes of
manic and psychotic behavior.
The judge also observed that
during the defendant’s two years
of incarceration since the shooting he had remained medicated
for his bipolar disorder and had
served his time without incident
– “These medicines appear to

work,” Hupp said.
Accentuating the case’s complexity, Hupp said he believed
Marshall understood the nature,
character and consequences of
his actions during his gunfight
with deputies as evidenced
by his concealment and other
tactics; however, Hupp also
said Marshall’s statements to
authorities after he was shot
in the foot and surrendered as
well as other behaviors prior to
the incident indicated Marshall
had an overall “belief in the
righteousness of his cause.”
While the Commonwealth
contended “that cause” was an
old territorial dispute with his
neighbors fueled by simple agitation, lack of sleep, alcohol and
a couple of lines of cocaine taken
the previous day, the defense
countered that in Marshall’s
un-medicated bipolar condition
and in the throes of a manicpsychotic episode, causes and
effects are much harder to pin
down.
The defense presented evidence from Marshall’s psychiatric file indicating that at
various times in manic and unmedicated states the defendant
had believed in a vast communist-German conspiracy that
may have included his father,
that sheriff ’s offices engaged
in blood feasts, that his family
was controlled by goblins and
that they and his doctors were
conspiring to kill him with his
bipolar medications.
During an early hearing,
Sutherly testified that following his surrender and arrest
Marshall had “said something
about communists, heathens
and something derogatory about
our sheriff.”
Blood feasts, goblins or not,
Warren Sheriff McEathron was
less than enthralled with the ver-

dict and the potential Marshall
might ever be released back into
any community.
“When you have a case like
this and so-called experts judge
it years away, [were] not at the
scene, not there during the different things that happened,
obviously they’re determination
may be different than what we
feel in law enforcement. That’s
why it goes through the process
it goes through to get a determination. A level of insanity is one
thing but we know that when
he got struck with that bullet he
immediately became un-insane
and just gave up. I think everybody should pray for wherever
he goes to move and live because
I’m sure if this has happened
in the past, it’ll happen again,”
McEathron said.
However, both Marshall’s
family and attorney said incarceration with psychiatric care
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was the immediate defense goal,
rather than a rush to a controlled
release.
“First, our hearts and minds
are with the families that were
victimized here while Vince was
really sick,” Marshall‘s nephew
Wade King said following the
verdict. “No one should have to
suffer what they suffered.
“But we’ve known Vince has
been very sick for a long time
and I’m just really grateful that
it’s finally come to a point where
he’ll be hospitalized and taken
care of and his mental condition will be monitored properly,
which wouldn’t be the case if he
were to remain in prison.
“And we’re also just really
thankful that it didn’t have to
come to a point where anyone
was mortally wounded. Someone could have very easily lost
their lives in this episode and in
the previous episodes leading up
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Police report
Police report

Roger Bianchini

TOWN OF FRONT ROYAL
MARCH 2007

Harold Vincent Marshall, Jr.’s defense team leaves Warren County Circuit
Courthouse following a not guilty for reasons of insanity verdict. From left
are Attorneys Richard Neel and Gilbert K. Davis and Legal Assistant John
Guntner.
to this point. And we were hoping previous times that he would
be sent to a hospital where he
could stay for his mental health
care,” King said of the family’s
perspective following other violent outbursts by a man relatives
called “a great person” when he’s
on his prescribed medication for
his mental condition.
Lead defense counsel Gilbert
K. Davis commended Hupp for
the care with which he considered the case and rendered his
verdict, as well as the continued
care the judge will exert over
Marshall’s fate.
“No one wants Mr. Marshall,
and least of all Mr. Marshall,

to pose any kind of threat to
the community because of his
mental condition. And since
it is a treatable condition, the
questions are of course any
conditions and when he would
be allowed back into the community.
“And this court, I’m sure will
give great scrutiny to any plan
to have him back in the community without strict conditions that assure the safety of
the community, which the judge
was clearly interested in,” Davis
said. “The judge is the arbiter of
if and when [Marshall] gets out.
Any commitment to the mental
health people is potentially a

lifetime sentence and the judge
is not going to lightly consider
what conditions he would be
released on. I think both sides
in this case feel that it is very
important that the proper care
be given to Mr. Marshall and
that if and when he is released
conditionally, that those conditions are adequate to protect
everyone.
“However that decision would
have gone the judge considered
it very carefully – and for that
neither side could have had
any better jurist to consider
the complex issues of this case,”
Davis concluded.
“The position of our office at
this time is that we will be taking
every step possible to insure that
Mr. Marshall remains in state
care to insure the safety of the
community,” Warren County
Commonwealth’s Attorney Brian Madden said following the
verdict.
Hupp set July 17 at 9 a.m. to
review the state mental health
assessment and recommendation he ordered after rendering
his verdict.

COMPLAINTS RECEIVED BY :
PATROL
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION
DISPATCH
TRAFFIC STOPS

896
3
28
489

CATEGORY:
REPORTS
CALLS FOR SERVICE

308
619

VEHICLE KEY ASSIST: (EMERGENCY)

0

EMERGENCY COMPLAINTS:

45

NON-EMERGENCY COMPLAINTS:

882

TELEPHONE CALLS RECEIVED BY DISPATCH:
TELEPHONE CALLS RECEIVED AS 911:

4017
121

PROPERTY CHECKS:

4

ALARMS:

31

COMMUNITY POLICING PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED:
57
		
ZONING COMPLAINTS:

0

VOLUNTEERS IN POLICE SERVICES (VIPS HOURS):
170.5
VOLUNTEER HOURS (92.75), COORDINATOR HOURS (77.75)
ARREST SUMMARY:
TRAFFIC
ADULTS
JUVENILES
DWI
SPEEDING
PARKING TICKETS/NOTICE OF VIOLATIONS
ZONING
CRIMINAL ARREST/ADULTS:
FELONY
MISDEMEANOR

143
9
19
102
267
0
6
62

Chief Ronald A. Williamson
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Community Photos

Photos by Dan McDermott

Oldies Radio 95.3 afternoon DJ Lonnie
Hill chats with Victoria Ortiz, age 5, about
the fun of face painting at the recent Randolph-Macon Academy
Springfest.

Kicking off National Credit Union Youth Week,
Front Royal Federal Credit Union’s Holly SchuppGorham explains the benefits of joining a credit
union to some youngsters at the recent RandolphMacon Academy Springfest.

3-year-old Elsa Jakobsen, of Front Royal, gets her
face painted at the recent Randolph-Macon Academy Springfest.

2 1/2-year-old Miranda (left) and April, almost 4,
get into some serious bouncing at the recent Randolph-Macon Academy Springfest.
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Community photos

Photos by Dan McDermott

R-MA’s Public Relations
Director Celeste Brooks
(with megaphone) chats
Randolph-Macon Academy Middle School parent
with members of Front
Kevia Richardson checks out a glider from the
Roya’s Volunteers in PoSkyline Soaring Club at the recent Randolph-Malice Service at the recon Academy Springfest.
cent
Randolph-Macon
Academy Springfest.

Some local kids had a blast making bead jewelry
at the recent Randolph-Macon Academy Springfest.

North Warren Volunteer Fire Department, Warren
County Fire Prevention Division, and some tasty
Anthony’s pizza were on hand at the recent Randolph-Macon Academy Springfest.

11 year-old Travis Shell of Front Royal takes off at the recent Randolph-Macon Academy Springfest.
EXCELLENT SCENIC SPRING & SUMMER RIDES

Front Royal Warren County Airport
At the Board of Supervisors meeting of Tuesday
evening, April 17, 2007, Fire and Rescue Chief
Richard Mabie presented the Warren County Department of Fire and Rescue 2006 Awards to the
following recipients; From left, Fire and Rescue
Chief Richard Mabie, Firefighter of the Year Larry
Beardmore, Company of the Year District Chief
Mickey Sirna Co. 10, Officer of the Year Mike
Prince, Career EMT of the Year Robert Good and
Career Firefighter of the Year Gerry Maiatico.

Airplane Rides

DAILY

For 20 Minute
Scenic Flights
•
•
•
•
•

Group Discount
Aircraft Rentals
Flight Training
Photo Flights
Glider Club

•
•
•
•
•

$55

Per Person

Tie Down Avail.
Charter Flights
Gift Certificates
New Hangers
New Taxiway

INTRO
FLIGHT TRAINING
$99

Cass(540)Aviation
635-3570

WARREN COUNTY AIRPORT/FRONT ROYAL

CFI
WANTED
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Schools
Lunch Menus
Must select 1 entrée and may May 23
select up to 2 sides and 1 milk 1. Chicken Tenders
2. Batman Pizza Pocket
Elementary Schools
3. Ham, Turkey & Cheese Sub
4. Garden Salad
May 15
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sand1. Chicken Fryz
wich
2. Cheeseburger
3. Chicken Salad Sandwich
May 24
4. Chicken Caesar Salad
1.Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sand- 2.Chicken Patty
wich
3. Bologna & Cheese Sandwich
4.Chef Salad
May 16
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sand1. Soft Shell Beef Tacos
wich
2. Hot Ham & Cheese Sandwich
May 25
3. Ham, Turkey & Cheese Sub
1. Mini Corndogs
4. Garden Salad
2. Steak & Cheese
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sand- 3. Turkey & Cheese Sub
wich
4. Peppi Pizza Salad
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly SandMay 17
wich
1. Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Avail. Side: Tomato Soup
May 28
2. Hot Dog on Bun
NO SCHOOL
3. Italian Sub
MEMORIAL DAY
4. Chef Salad
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sand- May 29
wich
1. Pizza Bagel
2. Meatball Sub
May 18
3. Chicken Salad Sandwich
1. Chicken Nuggets
4. Chicken Caesar Salad
2. Cheese Lasagna
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sand3. Turkey & Cheese Sub
wich
4. Peppi Pizza Salad
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sand- May 30
wich
1. Beefy Nachos
2. Batman Pizza Pocket
May 21
3. Ham, Turkey & Cheese Sub
1. Cheese Pizza
4. Garden Salad
2. Chicken Tenders
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sand3. Ham & Cheese Sub
wich
4. Minnie Mouse Salad
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sand- May 31
wich
1.Cheeseburger
2.Chicken Nuggets
May 22
3. Italian Sub
4.Chef Salad
1. Cheese Quesadilla
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sand2. Cheeseburger
wich
3. Chicken Salad Sandwich
4. Chicken Caesar Salad
Middle and Jr. High Schools
5. Peanut Butter & Jelly Sandwich
May 15
HARD SHELL BEEF TACOS

CHICKEN PARMESAN
TURKEY & CHEESE SUB
CHEF SALAD

May 28
NO SCHOOL
MEMORIAL DAY

May 18
CHEESE LASAGNA
BACON CHEESEBURGER

May 16
CHEESE LASAGNA
STEAK & CHEESE SUB
HAM & CHEESE SUB
CHICKEN CEASAR SALAD

May 29
CHICKEN TENDERS
CHICKEN PARMESAN
TURKEY & CHEESE SUB
CHEF SALAD

May 21
CHICKEN TENDERS
CHICKEN PARMESAN

May 17
CHILI DOG
CHICKEN CLUB
BOLOGNA, HAM & CHEESE
SUB
PEPPI PIZZA SALAD
AVAIL. SIDE: TATER TOTS

May 30
BEEFY NACHOS
STEAK & CHEESE SUB
HAM & CHEESE SUB
CHICKEN CEASAR SALAD

May 31
PIZZA POCKET
May 18
CHICKEN CLUB
CHEESE QUESADILLA
BOLOGNA, HAM & CHEESE
BACON CHEESEBURGER
SUB
TURKEY, HAM & CHEESE PEPPI PIZZA SALAD
SUB
AVAIL. SIDE: TATER TOTS
GARDEN SALAD
High School
May 21
CHICKEN STICKS
May 14
PIZZA BURGER
CHICKEN STICKS
ITALIAN SUB
CHICKEN PARMESAN
ANTIPASTA SALAD
May 15
May 22
MINI CORNDOGS
BREADSTICKS W/ MARINA- STEAK & CHEESE SUB
RA SAUCE
FISH SANDWICH
May 16
TURKEY & CHEESE SUB
CHEESE QUESADILLA
CHEF SALAD
RIB-B-QUE SANDWICH
May 23
TACO POCKETS
STEAK & CHEESE SUB
HAM & CHEESE SUB
CHICKEN CEASAR SALAD
May 24
BUFFALO CHICKEN WRAP
CHICKEN CLUB
BOLOGNA, HAM & CHEESE
SUB
PEPPI PIZZA SALAD
AVAIL. SIDE: TATER TOTS
May 27
PIZZA BAGEL
BACON CHEESEBURGER
TURKEY, HAM & CHEESE
SUB
GARDEN SALAD

May 17
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER
CHICKEN CLUB

May 22
BEEFY NACHOS
STEAK & CHEESE SUB
May 23
STEAK GYRO
RIB-B-QUE SANDWICH
May 24
BUFFALO CHICKEN WRAP
CHICKEN CLUB
May 25
CHILI DOG
BACON CHEESEBURGER
May 28
NO SCHOOL
MEMORIAL DAY
May 29
CHICKEN NUGGETS
STEAK & CHEESE SUB
May 30
HARD SHELL BEEF TACOS
RIB-B-QUE SANDWICH
May 31
MEATBALL SUB
CHICKEN CLUB

WARREN COUNTY PARKS AND REC
DEPARTMENT
Events & activities
Co-ed flag football
The Warren County Parks and Recreation Department will
be accepting registrations for their Co-Ed Flag Football League,
for those ages 5 to 11 years of age, as of 9/1/07. This league is
sponsored and governed by the National Football League.
Registrations will be accepted June 1st through 30th.
Cost is $40.00 per child.
For more information contact the Parks and Recreation office,
Monday through Friday, 8:00am -5:00pm at 540-635-7750.
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Letters
Tax relief audit
Editor:
In my opinion, if the Warren
County Board of Supervisors
has the authority to audit the tax
relief program in the Commissioner of the Revenue’s office it
would have already been done.
Carter and Llewellyn have been
after Smedley for at least four
years.
Why did they wait until right
here at election time to start this
vendetta? Are they trying to con
the voters?
I watched Smedley at a Board
of Supervisors meeting on television give the supervisors the
dollar figures this program
costs the county along with the
total number of participants
in the program. If that wasn’t
enough information for Carter
or Llewellyn why didn’t they say
so? Why sneak around behind
Smedley’s back? Why listen to
gossip?
A word of advice to Smedley.
Don’t let Carter and Llewellyn
choose an auditor.
They have already shown they
have no plans to be fair to you.
Watch your back.
Leslie D. Sealock
Front Royal, V A 22630

Love the paper
Editor:
I have greatly enjoyed perusing The Warren County Report.
Your articles are in-depth, insightful and informative.
I also enjoy page 2. Having had
quite a bit of trouble recently
with changing e-mail programs,
and dealing with extremely unhelpful outsourced tech support
individuals, your exchanges with
your less-than-competent tech
support rings familiar bells. Fortunately for me, the tech support
team at my satellite provider is

not only competent, but also
patient and friendly.
The pull-out sections are
edifying. I would not have considered researching either the
Turkey Vulture, or Coyote, proving I really need to broaden my
horizons!
I am looking forward to some
in-depth reporting on this year’s
political candidates for local
offices. I am so not interested
in national politics at this time!
And, please, no Paris Hilton
sightings! However, articles relating to the evil activities that
are taking place in the Shenandoah Valley would be most
welcome.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Lamprecht
Front Royal, VA

WalkAmerica
Editor:
The March of Dimes Piedmont-Shenandoah Valley Division would like to thank all those
who helped to make this year’s
Front Royal WalkAmerica event
a phenomenal success.
On Saturday, April 28th, led
by the Rotary Club of Linden,
over 100 enthusiastic moms,
dads, kids, and other community members walked for
someone they loved. In doing
so, they raised funds to support
the March of Dimes mission of
improving the health of babies
by preventing birth defects, prematurity, and infant mortality.
Thanks to their efforts, Front
Royal WalkAmerica 2007 will
raise over $41,000 this year. This
record-breaking amount will
help drive the March of Dimes’
research, education, advocacy,
and outreach on behalf of mothers and babies here in our area
and and across the nation.
The March of Dimes greatly
appreciates the support of its
WalkAmerica national and local

sponsors. Our national sponsors are Kmart, Cigna, Famous
Footwear, Farmers’ Insurance
Group, FedEx, and Continental
Airlines. Front Royal WalkAmerica 2007 was presented by
Warren Memorial Hospital;
Other major local sponsors
include Family Dollar Distribution Center; TV3 Winchester;
WINC-FM’ The Apple House;
PapaJohn’s Pizza; Clear Title,
Escrow & Settlement; and Ken
Evans, Sharon Cales and Christi
Boies of Weichert Realtors.
The success of this year’s
record-setting Walk would not
have been possible without the
leadership of the Rotary Club of
Linden, who served as our Walk
host this year. Kathy Napier,
President; Melanie Hamel, Walk
Chair; and the Linden Rotarians
gave mightily of their time, energy and spirit. So, too, did so
many businesses and people in
Front Royal and Warren County
-- our picnic, rest stop, mile and
mission marker sponsors; our
team captains and their dedicated team members; our picnic
donors; our Ambassador Families, the Evans’ and Boies’; and
other supporters. WalkAmerica
would not happen without the
generosity of each and every one
of you!
We would also like to thank
our top teams and top walkers.
This year, once again, DuPont’s
placed third overall; the Evans/Boies Family Team placed
second; and Team Brayden
Alec placed first, raising $7,522.
Team Brayden Alec was our
top new team and top family team. Crystal Turnmeyer,
captain of Team Brayden Alec,
won the award for top online
fundaraiser. Donna Evans, our
co-Ambassador Mom, was our
top overall walker.
However, it is truly the babies of Front Royal and Warren
County who won on Saturday
morning. Thanks to the hard
work of the residents in our
community, the March of Dimes
will be able to continue its fight

to ensure that, one day, all babies
will be born healthy here and
across the nation. We are indeed
grateful to everyone who helps
us in saving babies, together!

be a huge help with enhancing
the lives of our homebound
seniors and supporting them to
be able to continue living in their
own homes.
We here at the SAAA, applaud
Sincerely,
the efforts and enthusiasm that
Mary Colleen Knapp
each of ERA Brown & RuthCommunity Director
erford Associates put into this
March of Dimes -- Piedmont- event. We would also like to
Shenandoah Valley Division
thank all of the community and
1356 South Main Street
business that supported their
Harrisonburg VA 22801
team and ensured that the Meals
on Wheels Funfest would be a
guaranteed success.
We look forward to next years
Meals on Wheels Funfest
Funfest, and appreciate the
partnership that we have with
Editor:
the ERA Brown & Rutherford
team.
On April 14th, ERA Brown
& Rutherford held a Meals on Kellie Van Hook
Wheels Funfest, to support the Shenandoah Area Agency on
Shenandoah Area Agency on Aging
Aging, Front Royal – Warren Fundraising & Outreach CoorCounty community. The ERA dinator
team raised and donated $9,000
to the agency. This money will
Front Royal’s Best-Kept Secret
• Newly Remodeled
• Mom’s Daily Lunch Specials
• Patio With Outdoor Dining
• Horseshoe Pits
• Newly covered pool tables
“A true neighborhood experience”

Karaoke and DJ
Tue - Sun
* Karaoke & Trivia Thursday

Royal
Village
Tavern
654 West 11th Street
540-636-8225
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Activities & events

Courtesy of the Front Royal Visitor’s Center and your e-mails.

Town Electric Meeting
5/17/2007 - 9:00am & 7:00pm

County 4-H and 10% will go cle in Prospect Hill Cemetary.
the March of Dimes. The Chal- More information is available
lenge will be held at Blue Ridge by calling (540)636-6836.
American Electric Power Shadows Golf Club. Contact for
(AEP), the Town’s wholesale sponsorship is (540)635-0404.
Bluegrass Party
provider of electricity, will
5/25/2007 - 7:00pm - 10:00pm
conduct a Town meeting this
Wine & Craft Festival
morning and tonight. The pur5/19/2007
- 10:00am - 6:00pm
Tonight you are invited to a
pose of the meetings is to give
community
jam session at the
an overview regarding the curYou
won’t
want
to
this
AnWarren
County
Senior Cenrent and future market condinual
event
held
on
Chester
and
ter
located
on
12th
Street. All
tion of the electrical industry
and how it will affect the citi- Main Streets in the heart of level of musicians are welcome.
zens of the Town of Front Roy- Downtown Front Royal.
Acoustic Intstruments only.
al. This will offer the citizens
There will be coffee and food
the opportunity to learn how
Pizza Fundraiser
items available for purchase.
to prepare for the changes that 5/21/2007 - 5:00pm - 8:00pm Admission is free; however, a
re coming for the future. More
hat will be passed around. All
Informatio may be obtained by
Pizza
Hut
Fundraiser
proproceeds benefit the Warren
calling the Town Manger’s Ofceeds
to
be
donated
to
WomCounty Senior Center.
fice (540)635-8007.
en’s Shelter of Warren County.
Sponsored by Mom’s Club of
Flea Market
Redskins/Cowboys
Front
Royal.
5/25/2007
- 5/26/2007
Golf Challenge
8:00am
2:00pm
5/17/2007
Confederate Memorial Day
5/23/2007 - 11:00am
The Browntown Community
Join us for the 1st Annual
Center
Association is sponsorRedskins/Cowboys Golf ChalYou
are
invited
to
the
Warren
ing
a
Flea
Market at the Brownlenge to benefit a new barn beRifles
United
Daughters
of
the
town
Community
Center toing built at the Warren County
Confedaracy
ceremony
to
be
day.
Hunt
for
bargains
among
Fairgrounds for the Warren
held today at the Soldiers Cir- itmes generously donated by

our members. Lunch is avail- DBA Office (540)631-0099.
able for puchase.
MEMORIAL DAY - Town
Dancin’ Downtown
Holiday
5/27/2007 - 6:00pm - 11:00pm
5/28/2007
This Memorial Day Weekend
will host Dancin’ Downtown
to be held today at the Gazebo
Area at Chester/Main Streets.
Two bands are scheduled to play.
From 6:30pm - 7:30pm “The
Rumblers” singing classic rock
and from 7:30pm - 10:30pm
“Robbie Limon Band” singing
70’s and classic rock. There will
be a variety of family beverages and food for purchase. For
those 21 years and older with
ID beer will be available for
sale. Admission is $3.00/person
or $5.00/couple with children 6
and under FREE. Youths 15 and
under must be accompanied
by an adult. Photo IDs are requested for youth 17 and older.
This event is sponsored by the
Downtown Business Association (DBA) and this is their
Spring Fundraiser. More Info:

MEMORIAL DAY - The
Town of Front Royal business
offices will be closed today.
Trash, Yard Waste and Recycling pick-up for this day will
be Wednesday, May 30.
Relay for Life
6/8/2007 - 6:00pm - 6:00am
Celebrating 10 Years of Hope,
Love and Relay! Relay for Life
of Front Royal/Warren County
begins with an Opening Ceremony at 6:00pm at Warren
County Middle School. Survivors Walk will immediately follow. Sponsored by The American Cancer Society. For more
information call (540)636-9579
or (540)635-7886 or visit www.
acevents.org/relay/frontroyal
to register your team.

The News at Noon & The Valley Today
The award winning “News at Noon” • 30 minutes of LOCAL news • Weekdays at 12:05 pm
The award winning “The Valley Today” • 30 minutes of LOCAL interviews • Weekdays at 12:30 pm
· local leaders

· philanthropy

· business
· public safety
· round tables
· health
· education

· politics

· issues

· tourism
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Obituaries
Leroy Oliver

Royal died Saturday, May 12,
A funeral service will be held
2007, in Heritage Hall Health on Wednesday May 16, at 11:00
Leroy Oliver, 75, of Front Care in Front Royal.
a.m. at Maddox Funeral Home.
Burial will be private in Panorama Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Oliver was born June 5,
1931, in Front Royal, son of Lyle
Roy and Pearl Williams Oliver.
He was a graduate of Warren
County High School and was
a past member of the Loyal
Order of Moose Lodge #829.
He was the owner of Leroy’s
Barber Shop in Front Royal for
51 years.
Surviving are his wife Eleanor N. Oliver; a son Lyle Leroy
“Skip” Oliver, Jr. of Texas; a
sister Gladys Oliver Clare of
Front Royal; a nephew Charles
M. Clare; two nieces Marlene
Harold and Jean Jordan; three
great-nephews; and his guardian, business partner, and good
friend John Landes.
The family will receive friends
801 N. Royal Ave • 540-635-3064
on Tuesday May 15, 7-9 p.m. at

DJ & Karaoke
with
DJ Donnie

Saturday May 19th
8:00 p.m. - close
Knotty Pine

Relay For Life of Front Royal/Warren County
Warren County Middle School
June 8-9, 2007
Opening Ceremony 6:00 PM
Survivors Walk immediately following:
For More Information Call:
Connie at 636-9579 or Tara at 635-7886
Register your team on our website:
www.acsevents.org/relay/frontroyal

the funeral home.
Thelma DeNeal “Bambi”
Washington
Thelma DeNeal “Bambi”
Washington, 83, of Front Royal
died Friday, April 27, 2007, in
Front Royal.
A funeral service was held at
Mount Vernon Baptist Church
conducted by The Rev. Alfred
Woods and The Rev. Keith McCulloch.
Mrs. Washington was born
May 5, 1923, in Front Royal,
daughter of James and Leslie
Alsberry DeNeal. She was a
member of Victory Baptist
Church and a past member of
Mount Vernon Baptist Church
for 50 years where she served
as an usher for 45 years. She
was a member of the Cavalier
Auxiliary, the American Legion
Auxiliary, and the Good Hope
Cemetery Club. She was married to the late Charles Harrison
“Chinkey” Washington, Sr.
Surviving are a son Charles
“C.H.” Washington, Jr. of Winchester; two daughters Joyce H.
Banks and Yolonda W. “Yodi”
Brown both of Front Royal;
a brother Randolph “Buddy”
DeNeal of Front Royal; seven
grandchildren; and eight greatgrandchildren.
Pallbearers were Ray Beamer,
William Beamer, Jr., Randy
DeNeal, Randy Fishback, Kevin
King, Gary Snell, Kenny Sonnie,
and George Whitmore.

C & S Painting
• Commercial and Residential Painting
• Offering....Room Repaints, Faux Finishes, Wall and Floor Murals

Office (540) 635-8727
Cell 1 (540) 771-4305 • Cell 2 (540) 771-4306
Also Available
			

• Drywall Hanging, Finishing, and Repair
• Light Carpentry
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Town, EDA fight

No room for other ‘gods’
Roger Bianchini

Town, EDA spar over tourism, consultant funding proposals

By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
At a May 7 work session the
Front Royal-Warren County
Economic Development Authority told the Town of Front
Royal “No” – and like a spurned
adolescent suitor, the Front
Royal Town Council didn’t take
rejection well.
However, if the council majority appeared testy in its response,
the reaction could have been
fueled by an earlier perceived
slight by the EDA board. That
slight was EDA Board Chairman
Mike South’s Feb. 27 letter to the
mayor informing the town the
EDA was declining participation in a follow-up work session
requested by council to discuss
parameters of EDA consultant
SRI’s funding and plans.
Last week’s EDA “No” to
council involved the town’s
proposal that the EDA take
over operation, promotion and
funding of the community’s
tourism program. The rejection
came as little surprise since the
town was asking the EDA to take
over what has recently been a
$300,000-plus yearly budget for
a three-year annual contribu-

tion from the town of $120,000
and no guarantees on additional
funding.
South and two EDA committee representatives – Mimi
Ouakil (Operations) and Jorie
Martin (Assets) – spelled out
in detail why the EDA found
the town’s proposal unacceptable as presented. Those details
included too many unresolved
questions about costs, operations and future funding. But the
EDA representatives all held out
hope for a mutually acceptable
resolution once such details are
established in the coming year
– the same year the EDA plans
to begin implementation of the
SRI “Roadmap to the Future.”
Despite the EDA emphasis
on future consideration and
the inclusion of tourism as an
integral part of its SRI Roadmap,
council’s pique at what it was
hearing was immediately apparent.
“You took a half hour to tell us
what you could have told us in
two minutes,” Vice Mayor Tim
Darr told South, adding, “SRI is
moving on like a freight train . .
.”
And the momentum of that
consultant freight train, already

contracted by the EDA for the
coming year without a town
commitment of participation
in phase one of implementation,
seems to be at the point of town
dissatisfaction and an increasing
“us against the world” perspective on community growth and
economic issues.
Tensions between the town
and the SRI project’s three
other stakeholders – the EDA,
the county government and the
chamber of commerce – have
escalated recently. Those tensions have been fueled by South’s
Feb. 27 letter telling the town it
already had enough information
to decide on contributing to the
SRI project; a recent chamber
survey of its membership citing
the town as less than business
friendly; ongoing town-county
sparring over growth and water
policy issues; and the EDA’s
suggestion SRI be given a supervisory role in implementing the
action plan it developed at a cost
of $120,000 funded by the EDA
out of its operational budget last
year.
‘This God-like thing’

objective oversight to hold all
participants accountable for
their part in implementing the
roadmap, the community is
likely to continue to be bogged
down in the type of political
infighting and one-upmanship
that has characterized recent
municipal relations.
Brooks countered that if
some could already perceive
the chamber of commerce and
EDA being used as political tools
against the town, why should the
town continue to participate in
a consulting game in which it is
the odd man out?
Brooks also pointed out that
the EDA board makeup favored
the county government, five
appointments to two (along
the same lines as county-town
populations and the EDA funding formula) – “That could be
used as a wedge tool” to push a
county agenda, Brooks stated.
Of the SRI freight train’s momentum, Darr observed, “That’s
a good thing I guess . . . You say
you need a cooperative effort as
long as that cooperative effort
meets your need – that’s what
I’ve heard,” Darr told South.
Darr also questioned the
larger chamber of commerce
being given precedence as the
business community’s representative in implementation of the
SRI “Roadmap” over the Downtown Business Association and
seemed less than impressed with
South’s explanation that EDA
Executive Director Paul Carroll
was absent due to his participation in a UN-sponsored trade
mission to China.

been in the community developing its roadmap from town,
county and private input for a
year.
South explained the company
was an economic consulting
firm that was an outgrowth of
Stanford Research Institute and
which has clients worldwide
from communities the size of
Warren County to nations “facing the same kinds of issues we
are.”
“Well are they Californians,
are they Virginians, who are
they?” Sayre pressed.
“They are economists,” Martin
interjected, beginning to list
names of personnel in the Fairfax office working on the local
project.
Observing that Fairfax is one
of the most overbuilt communities in the world, Sayre asked if
the consultant’s goal was to turn
Warren County into another
overbuilt Fairfax-like community.
“Actually they like our community,” Martin replied, adding
that the consultant’s stated intention was to implement a plan
allowing the community to best
meet future growth pressures
and economic needs through a
shared community vision and
mutually assumed responsibilities.
At the work session’s conclusion the town seemed uncommitted to the EDA’s renewal of
its original request of a $14,000
contribution from the town to
help fund SRI’s $120,000 contract in the coming fiscal year.
The matter was scheduled for a
vote at the next council meeting.

“Are we looking at SRI as
this God-like thing that is going to give us all the answers?”
Councilman Stan Brook asked
South.
“No, I look at SRI as a resource
to reach decisions based on
facts, not [political] histories,”
South replied.
“Why do we need some taskmaster to tell us what to do?”
Bret Hrbek added, saying he
supported the first $120,000 the
EDA spent to develop the SRI Who are these people?
“roadmap.”
South reiterated his and the
“What is SRI?” Tom Sayre (see related story pg 17)
EDA’s perspective that without asked of the consultant that has
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Town, EDA fight

Town rejects EDA’s roadmap to the future

Roger Bianchini

Consultant’s authority, need rejected after two months of sparring

From left, Front Royal Town Councilman Stanley Brooks, Front Royal Mayor
James Eastham, and EDA Board Chairman Michael South pictured at a May
7 work session.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
On Monday night a 4-2
majority of the Front Royal
Town Council declined to fund
the town’s $14,700 share of a
$120,000 consultant fee requested by the Front Royal-Warren
County Economic Development
Authority.
Only Eugene Tewalt and Eileen Grady supported the request, though Mayor James
Eastham also urged council
to approve the funding to give
the town a voice as the EDA,
county and Chamber of Commerce move forward into the
first year of implementation of
the consultant’s community and
economic development plan.
The vote culminated two
months of verbal sparring and
insults between the town and
EDA over priorities, methods
and accountability issues surrounding the plan developed
by SRI International at a cost of
$120,000 out of the EDA budget
last year.
In voicing his opposition prior
to the vote, Councilman Stan
Brooks said the town already
contributed $500,000 annually

to economic development in the
community and questioned the
growth of the EDA into a financially independent, asset-laden
“third leg of government.”
“We, the people of Front Royal
gave them money, the people of
Warren County gave them money to buy land and to get started
and get cranking and they did a
good job. But now it’s become
a very large, wealthy organization. And I believe we may have
given them too much autonomy
and we’re going to have to make
some tough decisions here in the
next year,” Brooks told council.
Asked if local government had
created a Frankenstein monster
in the EDA that is disconnected
from the community it was
designed to serve, EDA Board
member and former chairman
John LaBarca said,
“We’re not a monster, we’re
trying to help the town. I think
Jim (Eastham) said it very well
– most of what we’re looking at
is real economic development
in the town. We’re disappointed
but we plan to move ahead and
hopefully we’ll be able to bring
the town council on board by
our successes and actions.”
The EDA has already com-

mitted to extend SRI’s contract
into the coming fiscal year. The
county approved its funding
share of $35,600 last month. The
EDA was to fund $70,000 but
will now also absorb the town’s
rejected contribution.
Eastham reiterated his position, which he stated prior to
the vote – leading to Brooks
interjected criticism of the
mayor’s input and timing in support of the measure – that with
the downtown such a vital part
of the SRI roadmap, the town
should participate despite its
misgivings on details.
“The bottom line is because if
you read the study, a lot of what
they [are talking about] is economic development within the
town limits,” Eastham said. “And
my concern is that by not being a full participant in the SRI
initiative that there’s a greater
opportunity for miscommunication and communication
breakdown.”
After the meeting Brooks
repeated earlier criticism of the
Downtown Business Association only being allowed input
as part of the Chamber of Commerce’s role in development of
the SRI roadmap, as well as the

makeup of a planned oversight
board of two supervisors, two
councilmen and two EDA board
members.
“I hope we can convince [the
EDA] to bring the DBA on board
and the town council through
reconsideration of the board design, the oversight board design
– at the very least,” Brooks said.
“And hopefully, at least to make
a decision on tourism in the next
nine months.”
Following the EDA’s original
request for the $14,700 town
contribution and refusal to attend a follow up council work
session on the SRI plan Brooks
had led the call for, council
asked the EDA to take over the
funding of the town’s tourism

budget – projected at $330,000
this year, for a three-year, annual
town contribution of $120,000.
The EDA rejected that proposal
(see related story pg 16), leading
to Monday night’s vote on the
original EDA funding request
to extend SRI’s contract into the
first phase of implementation.
Earlier in Monday’s meeting,
Brooks also called for the town
to explore the county’s beginning to assume responsibility for
a portion of the tourism budget,
according to the EDA funding
formula of approximately 66
percent county, 33 percent town
based on population and other
economic factors.
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Indictments
APRIL TERM, 2007

Richard Wayne Feaster

IN THE CIRC UIT COURT
OF WARREN COUNTY, THE
COUNT ONE: On or about
G R A N D J U RY C H A R G E S April 3, 2007, in the County of
THAT:
Warren, Richard Wayne Feaster,
III, did unlawfully and feloniously
Michael Wayne Anderson
attempt to rob one M.G., a juvenile, by presenting a firearm,or by
COUNT ONE: During the pe- other violence to the person, or
riod between September 1,2006 by otherwise placing him in fear
to December 31,2006, in the of serious bodily harm.
County of Warren, Michael
COUNT TWO: On or about
Wayne Anderson did unlawfully April 3, 2007, in the County of
and feloniously penetrate the Warren, Richard Wayne Feaster,
[withheld by editor] or [withheld III, did unlawfully and feloniously
by editor] of a minor child less use and display a firearm while
than 13 years old, with any object, a committing or attempting to
other than for a bona fide medical commit a felony.
COUNT ONE: On or about
purpose.
COUNTS TWO - SEVEN: On April 3, 2007, in the County of
or about March 15-16,2007, in Warren, Richard Wayne Feaster,
the County of Warren, Michael III, did unlawfully and feloniWayne Anderson used a com- ously, maliciously wound or
munications system, including cause bodily injury to one M.G.,
but not limited to computers or a juvenile, with the intent to
computer networks or bulletin maim, disable, disfigure or kill
boards, or any other electronic said M.G.
means, for the purposes of procuring or promoting the use of a
Paul Dixon Jones
minor for any activity in violation
of the Code of Virginia.
COUNT ONE: On or about
February 28, 2007, in the County
Vanburen Beatty
of Warren, Paul Dixon Jones did
unlawfully and feloniously forge
On or about December 28, with the intent to defraud a check
2006, in the County of Warren/ drawn on the account of Loretta
Martin Vanburen Beatty did un- Jones, at Marathon Bank, dated
lawfully and feloniously operate February 28, 2007, payable to
a motor vehicle after having been the order of Paul Jones, for the
declared an habitual offender and payment of $120.00, signed as
while the Order of the Court pro- follows: Loretta Jones.
COUNT TWO: On or about
hibiting his operation remained
in effect, this being a second or February 28, 2007, in the County
subsequent offense.
of Warren, Paul Dixon Jones did
unlawfully and feloniously utter
Darrell Ryan Faint
with the intent to defraud a forged
check drawn on the account of
COUNT ONE: On or about Loretta Jones, at Marathon Bank,
November 16, 2006, in the Coun- dated February 28, 2007, payable
ty of Warren, Darrell Ryan Faint, to the order of Paul Jones, for the
did unlawfully and feloniously payment of $120.00, signed as
possess a Schedule II controlled follows: Loretta Jones.
substance, to-wit: Methadone.
COUNT THREE: On or about
COUNT TWO: On or about March 8, 2007, in the County
November 16, 2006, in the Coun- of Warren, Paul Dixon Jones
ty of Warren, Darrell Ryan Faint, did unlawfully and feloniously
did unlawfully and feloniously forge with the intent to defraud
possess a Schedule II controlled a check drawn on the account of
substance, to-wit: Cocaine.
Loretta Jones, at Marathon Bank,

dated March 8, 2007, payable to
the order of Paul Jones, for the
payment of $200.00, signed as
follows: Loretta Jones.
COUNT FOUR: On or about
March 8, 2007, in the County
of Warren, Paul Dixon Jones
did unlawfully and feloniously
utter with the intent to defraud
a forged check drawn on the account of Loretta Jones, at Marathon Bank, dated March 8, 2007,
payable to the order of Paul Jones,
for the payment of $200.00,
signed as follows: Loretta Jones.
COUNT FIVE: On or about
March 8, 2007, in the County
of Warren, Paul Dixon Jones
did unlawfully and feloniously
forge with the intent to defraud
a check drawn on the account of
Loretta Jones, at Marathon Bank,
dated March 8, 2007, payable to
the order of Paul Jones, for the
payment of $100.00, signed as
follows: Loretta Jones.
COUNT SIX: On or about
March 8, 2007, in the County
of Warren, Paul Dixon Jones
did unlawfully and feloniously
utter with the intent to defraud
a forged check drawn on the account of Loretta Jones, at Marathon Bank, dated March 8, 2007,
payable to the order of Paul Jones,
for the payment of $100.00,
signed as follows; Loretta Jones.

the County of Warren, Christina
Marie Peele did unlawfully and
feloniously assault and batter B.
G. Fults, then knowing or having
reason to know that said B. G.
Fults, was then engaged in the
performance of his public duties
as a law enforcement officer.
Candice Michelle Shepherd
On or about October 16, 2006,
in the County of Warren, Candice
Michelle Shepherd, did unlawfully and feloniously possess a
Schedule II controlled substance,
to-wit: Cocaine.
Theodore James Shuck

COUNT ONE: On or about
August 17, 2004, in the County of
Warren, Theodore James Shuck,
did unlawfully and feloniously
obtain from Michael Greenan,
with intent to defraud, an advance of $200.00 or more, upon a
promise to perform construction,
repair, or improvement upon a
building structure permanently
annexed to the real property of
said Michael Greenan, and also
did fail or refuse to perform
such promise and did also fail
to substantially make good such
advance.
COUNT TWO: On or about
April 3, 2007, in the County of
Charles Edward Mitchell, Jr. Warren, Theodore James Shuck
did unlawfully and feloniously fail
On or about October 13, to appear as required on a felony
2006,
charge before the Warren County
in the County of Warren, Charles General District Court.
Edward Mitchell, Jr., did unlawfully and feloniously possess a Darryl Edward Fount Smith
Schedule II controlled substance,
to-wit: Phencyclidine.
COUNT ONE: On or about
February 25, 2007, in the County
Edward Arnold Newton
of Warren, Darryl Edward Fount
Smith, did unlawfully and feloniOn or about October 13, 2006, ously take, steal, and carry away
in the County of Warren, Edward the goods and chattels of D. R.
Arnold Newton did unlawfully Horton, with a value of $200.00
and feloniously possess a Sched- or more.
ule II controlled substance, toCOUNT TWO: On or about
wit: Phencyclidine.
February 25, 2007, in the County
of Warren, Darryl Edward Fount
Christina Marie Peele
Smith did unlawfully enter the
land or building of another for
On or about March 28, 2007, in the purpose of damaging such

property or any of the contents
thereof or in any manner to interfere with the rights of the owner
thereof to use such property free
from interference.
Charles Dennis Weathers
During the period between
April 26, 2005 and March 16,
2007, in the County of Warren,
Charles Dennis Weathers, while
being an offender assigned to a
work, educational, or rehabilitative program by the court or sheriff or the administrator of a local
or regional jail, without proper
authority or just cause, did unlawfully and feloniously leave the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
Wendy Marie Wharton
On or about October 14, 2005,
in the County of Warren, Wendy
Marie Wharton did unlawfully
and feloniously obtain or attempt
to obtain a drug by the use of
fraud, deceit, misrepresentation
or subterfuge.
Larry Dwayne Whisenhunt
On or about January 6, 2007,
in the County of Warren, Larry
Dwayne Whisenhunt did unlawfully and feloniously drive or
operate a motor vehicle while
under the influence of alcohol,
with a blood alcohol concentration of greater than 0.08 grams
per liter of breath, this being a
third offense committed within
ten years of two prior offenses.
Christine R. Whitsell
On or about January 18, 2007,
in the County of Warren, Christine R. Whitsell did unlawfully
and feloniously, with the intention of converting goods or
merchandise to her own use with
out having paid the full purchase
price thereof, willfully conceal or
take possession of the goods or
merchandise of Martin’s, having
previously been convicted of
larceny or an offense deemed as
larceny two or more times.
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Dead
river
The investigation continues
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Roger Bianchini

The type of lesion found on many of the dead and dying fish is in the Shenandoah and its branches is clearly visible on the body
of this sample awaiting dissection.
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Task force explores discovery of metals in fish
Samples from dead and dying fish being analyzed for chemical changes

Roger Bianchini

Shenandoah Riverkeeper Jeff Kelble, right, watches Va. Dept. of Game and Inland Fisheries biologists Steve Reeser and Matt
Henerson (white T-shirt) and Va. Department of Environmental Quality regional biologist Ted Turner, seated, taking organ samples from diseased red-breasted sunfish taken near Gooney Run at the entrance to the South Fork of the Shenandoah River the
morning of May 3. Kelble’s collection of living, diseased fish taken earlier that morning were already on their way to Virginia
Tech University in Blacksburg for laboratory analysis.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
This month members of the
state’s River Kill Task Force continued to collect water samples
as well as dead and dying fish
from the branches and main

stem of the Shenandoah River
as efforts to pinpoint causes
of seasonal fish kills and other
aquatic life abnormalities press
forward.
The kills were first reported
in the spring of 2004 and have
hopped from one branch to

the other, as well as the main
stem of the Shenandoah. Most
devastated have been the river’s
population of smallmoth bass
and red-breasted sunfish.
On May 3, Shenandoah Riverkeeper Jeff Kelble and state biologists gathered in Andy Guest

State Park to discuss samples
they had taken that day. Kelble’s
samples of “sick” smallmouth
bass were already on their way
to the Veterinary Lab at Virginia
Tech University in Blacksburg
for analysis.
The state biologists, Steve Re-

eser and Matt Henderson of the
Virginia Department of Game
and Inland Fisheries and Ted
Turner of the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
talked about their work as they
dissected samples of primarily
dead sunfish they had collected

Roger Bianchini
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This fish advisory sign is posted near rest rooms
in the Andy Guest State Park on the bank of the
South Fork of the Shenandoah River in southern
Warren County.
that day.
As Turner and Henderson did
some cutting, Reeser explained
that among the organ samples
being taken were a calcified
structure called the otolith,
which grows in pairs behind
the eyes of fish throughout their
lifetime.
Reeser made an analogy between the otolith structure and
the rings in tree trunks and said
the hope is to track changes in

the fish samples’ internal chemistry that can be pinpointed
along a pretty precise timeline.
“We have samples dating back
to the late ’80s, so we want to
track the chemical changes as
well as the time the chemistry
we find was absorbed into the
fish systems,” Reeser said. He
added that samples would also
be taken from muscle tissue and
internal organs and that samples
from diseased fish would be

Roger Bianchini

Shenandoah Riverkeeper Jeff Kelble talks with Steve Reeser and Matt Henderson, not pictured, as DEQ biologist Ted Turner works on fish sample.
compared to that of fish cur- from fish taken from other riv- most prevalent in the river but
rently showing no signs of dis- ers, including the Cow Pasture, we’ve seen a drastic dropoff, in
ease or environmental stress.
where distressed fish have been some areas they are hard to find
Reeser said samples of fish found, and from the upper New now.”
from the Shenandoah River River.
Kelble said he personally has
would be compared to those
“We kind of missed the boat begun researching chemicals
in 2005,” Reeser said of missed elements, including arsenic,
sample opportunities through- copper, phosphorous and seleout that year’s kill. “So, we’re nium, their effects on aquatic orahead of the game this time,” ganisms and the laws governing
Reeser said of tracing the evolv- their disposal. “There have been
ing condition of fish in this year’s some metal elements discovered
kill dating back to early April.
in the fish and it’s raised some
Reeser said that while the alarm bells, so I began explorsunfish and bass collected on ing those avenues and we’ll see
May 3 had “looked bad,” that where it goes,” the Shenandoah
suckers and carp looked fine. Riverkeeper said.
“The sunfish were among the E-mail: sunrajah@yahoo.com

Roger Bianchini

Roger Bianchini

There is an environmental storm beneath the calm
Matt Henderson of the Va. Dept of Game and Inland Fisheries searches for waters of the Shenandoah River as evidenced by
an otolith, a calcified structure found behind the eyes of all fish, from which large numbers of dead, dying and mutated fish
samples of heavy metal accumulations in dead fish can be measured.
discovered annually over the past four years.
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Riverkeeper

The Shenandoah Riverkeeper discusses the river
Seasonal runoffs, contaminants, immunity issues linked to annual kills
Following is a transcript of my
May 3 interview with Shenandoah Riverkeeper Jeff Kelble.
Jeff had been on the river that
day and returned to Andy Guest
Park after the interview to compare notes with state biologists
also working with the Virginia
River Kill Task Force, who had
also collected fish samples that
morning.
Roger Bianchini: I’m here on
Thursday, May 3rd, with a special guest, Jeff Kelble, of the
Shenandoah River Keepers. And
Jeff, thanks for taking some
time out of your busy schedule,
I know you were on the river
today. Why don’t you give us a
little update about why you were
on the river and just where we
are in understanding some of
the issues that have caused the
fish kills over the last three and
a half years, due to just various
environmental factors?
Jeff Kelble: Well, thanks for having me, be happy to discuss all
that. This morning I was collecting sick fish from the Shenandoah State Park area, so known
as Andy Guest State Park. And
we were interested in collecting
live fish today and delivering
them alive to the labs down at

Virginia Tech. Some of the fish
pathologists at Virginia Tech
were going to do some bacterial
and virus screening and some
histopathological work. We had
no trouble collecting sick fish,
unfortunately, mostly red breast
sun fish today is what I found.
RB: Is it important for you to get
fish while they’re still alive and
suffering, as far as reaching conclusions about why they’re sick
as opposed to doing autopsies?

JK: Yeah. The autopsies on dead
fish are - we’re coming to find
out are not very effective. We’ve
learned a lot and made plenty
of mistakes along the way and
we’re determined this year,
because regrettably we’re having another fish kill, we’re determined this year not to make
the same mistakes made in past
years. Some of the mistakes we
made in past years, we were
good at collecting up dead bodies, but we didn’t find enough
sick fish who were in the throws
of the problems that they were
experiencing. And there’s plenty available now, so we collected
up what we could and there’s
lots of folks who want to look
at them. There’s folks at US
Geological Survey and the EPA,
we have university scientists at
Virginia Tech and Virginia Commonwealth University, as well as

New Beginnings Community Greetings
“Introducing Your Business to
New Homeowners in our Community”

***

P.O. Box 1025
Front Royal, VA 22630
540 635-8660

Roger Bianchini

By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

James Madison University here
locally, Cornell University is
doing some viral screening. So
we’ve got a convergence of some
very bright scientists now who
want to look at our fish. And we
have a fairly, a pretty good idea
of what’s killing our fish and
specifically, but what we need
to understand is why and we
can move into that or I can talk
a little bit more about what I saw
in the river this morning.

that are unclear, but among the
things that are clear and that we
have consensus on among the
scientists, is that we’re dealing
with an immunity issue; that
our fish have compromised
immunity. There are certain quite a few things that can cause
that. Our belief right now is that
we’re looking at a contaminant
issue of some kind. Maybe from
among the suite of emerging
contaminants, some of the endocrine disrupting chemicals,
RB: So, there is a little more some of the chemicals that mask
understanding of the combina- estrogen - or mask hormonal tion of variables that are coming together that caused these RB: I know that’s been a rising
problems in recent years?
issue, is things that are going
through waste water chemicals
JK: Yes. There are many things that people are taking - not just

people but agricultural chemicals in the cattle JK: Yeah.
RB: - growth hormones JK: Personal care products,
antibacterial soaps; these can
all have an effect - in low levels
in the watershed in the rivers,
they can get into the fish and
they do get into the fish and
they can be recognized by fish
as having hormonal properties
that would mimic what the fish’s
natural hormone system appear
in their bodies. And that can
cause problems with immunity;
it can also cause problems with
intersex. Our fish are - most all
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Riverkeeper
of the fish that we collect - most
all of the centrarchidaes or the
perch family, meaning the smallmouth bass and the red breasted
sunfish are intersex, meaning
they have - the males have eggs
or immature eggs developing in
their testicles and -

RB: Now is that a problem that’s and some places just outside of
cropped up since the kills were the watershed. But we find that
spotted?
in areas with higher populations and with more intense
JK: It’s unclear. You know, we agriculture, we have a higher
seem to find it where we look prevalence - meaning a higher
for it. And so far we’ve been percentage of the fish are interlooking at it in the watershed sex and we also have a higher

Regional jail committee presses on
Page County exploring all options, final site undetermined

By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
There were no announcements
following a closed session of the
Regional Jail Committee on May
8 during which potential sites
were discussed.
While an ultimate site for the
proposed facility remains in
limbo, there was good news of a
sort in the fact that Page County
Administrator Mark Belton was
in attendance at the meeting at
the Warren County Government Center. Following the loss
of one potential regional jail site
in Luray due to flood plain issues it was reported Page might
withdraw from the quartet of
counties exploring the regional
jail concept in the Northern
Shenandoah Valley. The Luray
Town Council rejected a rezoning proposal brought forth by
the Page County supervisors at
a site in a Luray industrial park
due to concerns over potential
flooding.
“They’re looking very hard at
local alternatives to see if that
makes more sense,” Belton
said of the Page County Board
of Supervisors. “We have an
awful lot of debt we’re getting
ready to put on our plate right
now – new high schools, a new
county office building and a
new jail as well. So, depending
on what the regional concept
would look like, where it would
be, what other local jails could
remain open as part of the
regional jail – it all plays into
the factor of costs. The bottom
line will be costs then we’ll see

what they want to do. But they
have not made a decision as to
whether they are in the group
or out of the group at all at this
point.”
Three counties must remain
involved for the regional jail
concept to proceed. Warren
and Rappahannock Counties
seem firmly committed, as does
Shenandoah County, which
began the regional jail study.
Shenandoah County Sheriff
Tim Carter has expressed some
public reservations about what
operational adjustments his department would face should the
jail be placed out of his county.
A potential Warren County site
submitted to the state to meet a
March 1 deadline remains problematic due to a prior contract
arrangement on a possible gasfired electrical generating facility, CPV-Warren, that has been
permitted by state and federal
officials. While CPV-Warren is
still shopping for investors and
wholesale power purchasers due
to higher costs associated with
the cleaner, more environmentally friendly gas-fired process,
CPV is pursuing an extension of
its emissions permits acquired
last year after extensive negotiations with federal, state and
local officials.
“CPV controls the option and
it looks like they are moving
forward with their plan. So, it
does not like that site is going to
be a viable option at this point in
time,” Warren County Administrator Doug Stanley said after on
May 8. Barring the collapse of
the CPV project due to expired

permits, the preferred Warren
County jail site, while good on
paper, may have just been a
stop-gap deadline proposal.
At least one potential site in
Shenandoah County now appears to be on the table, though
it has yet to be officially confirmed.
In the end it will be logistics,
operational details and costs
– not to mention availability
– that will determine the shape
and location of the proposal put
forth by a coming November
final deadline. Until then project
architect Moseley is constrained
to generalities, rather than a
specific plan to fit a prescribed
site.
“We’re still trying to identify
an alternative site that works
according to the criteria we’ve
established,” Stanley said following the March 8 meeting.
Among those criteria is easy
access to major road systems,
utility hookups and as central a
location to all four jurisdictions
as possible.
“Number one, Page and Warren
are in the middle of the four
counties, so proximity-wise
those two work better,” Stanley
observed. “Obviously we have
been working through those
two counties on potential sites.
But we’ll continue to look for
sites until we have a site that’s
been identified, approved by
the host jurisdiction and we’re
continuing to evaluate alternatives. So, if you have a piece of
property let us know,” Stanley
concluded with a smile.

severity - meaning the number
of eggs or the concentration of
eggs is higher in those types of
scenarios. So likely with intersex
we may be looking at a number
of things causing it or effecting
the levels in our fish.
RB: This isn’t a new phenomenon; these chemicals have been
leaking into our system through
wastewater treatment plants
that are decades old that were
never designed to filter out that
kind of thing.
JK: Few are designed to handle
or have any effect on them.
RB: Now locally, politically I’ve
heard some griping about some
of the mandates about upgrading waste water throughout the
Chesapeake Bay Watershed, but
how necessary is that? I mean, is
it going to be money well spent
for the State and the communities?
JK: Its money very well spent. It
will have a direct effect on this
river. It will also have a direct
effect, if you do use the Chesapeake Bay, on the Chesapeake
Bay system. And you know
we’ve - I’ve heard a lot of complaints and there are - our rates
are going up where I live too, and
I try to explain to people that
we really have gotten off quite
easy. We’ve actually have been
operating failing facilities for a
long time and have needed to
invest the infrastructure a long
time. So we’ve had bargain basement costs for our treatment
and now it’ coming to what it
should be really.

ing contaminants. So that may
require a different round or
some separate treatments that
technology that I’m not quite an
expert on - or I’m not an expert
on at all really.
RB: Is there also an issue with
septic systems and septics when
they go bad start leaking into the
ground water?
JK: Yeah. In the Shenandoah
Valley we do have a lot of failing septics and it’s particularly
damaging in the type of geology
we have, where we have rock
structure that’s very porous. The
limestone rock structure, which
are the gray rocks that you see
sticking out of all of our farm
fields, they have channels in
them that allow water to exchange between the surface
and the ground. And so failing
septic systems get into our
- very quickly can get into our
drinking water and then to our
river systems. So there’s this
interplay here so - and we don’t
by and large do a very good job
of pumping out our septics and
treating failing septic systems.
RB: We want to encourage
people to keep up with their
septic.
JK: Yeah.
RB: Just don’t let it go until your
house starts stinking.

JK: Yeah, if your house stinks
you’ve got a major problem. But
if your grass is real green over
where your septic is you’re
leaking nitrogen and all the contaminants that we’ve discussed
RB: Yep.
already, it’s leaking right into
the ground water and into our
JK: And it’s painful, everybody’s river. That’s problematic.
going to feel pain in that treatment, but regrettably these RB: I know discussing with losystems - or few of these sys- cal politicians here in Warren
tems, maybe with just a couple County, we’ve had an increase
of exceptions, and probably in, and all through the Valley,
none in this valley are going an immigration from Northern
to address any of these emerg- Virginia, where you have city
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and suburban folks looking for
their country dream house on
a few acres who aren’t really
used to dealing with their own
septic systems and they may not
have the understanding in their
$400,000 house, that, oh I’ve got
to check this every year to -

the government in alerting people to what they have to do with
their system and there’s always a
little reluctance to mandate new
laws, but you know that’s also
being discussed too.
JK: Yeah, it seems most people
can accept that when you sell a
house that generally people are
making money on the transaction and that’s when it’s best to
try and extract some money for
the pump out, have that be a
requirement of sale. And I think
people would just become used
to it. But it’s very unpopular in
some circles.

J K : Th e y m i g ht n o t e v e n
know. Right. Most people aren’t
cognizant of it and that’s real
common. And it’s also - it’s a
dollars issue. It’s expensive, if
you have failing septic to treat
it and so there’s a whole host of
issues. We don’t have ordinances
that require pump out. Many
counties in the State have ordinances that require pump out RB: Right.
during resale of a property, and
Shenandoah County’s consider- JK: - much to the subject to
ing that.
the whim - political whimsy or
whatever.
RB: I know there’s been some
discussion in Warren County RB: That whim comes and
about working with realtors and goes.

JK: Yeah.

March, early April.

(Break)

RB: Has that been similar each
of the last three of four years;
RB: We were talking a little bit about the same time?
before the break about issues
off the river that contribute, but JK: Yeah, it seems to be when
you’ve been on the river today our waters warm up into the
and I want to focus on what you 60s and there’s - we can discuss
found today, what you’ve been maybe what the means. We’re
finding, and you know what you not positive, but we have some
know about the situation.
ideas of what the means. But
they also seem to correlate very
JK: Yeah, let me just start by closely with run off events from
characterizing what’s hap- heavy rain storms or rain storms
pened maybe in the past three in the Valley.
weeks. We started receiving
But this year this seemed to
some reports, one on the North escalate about a week and a
River some on the South Fork half ago. We started getting the
Shenandoah, one on the North reports I had setup as a member
Fork Shenandoah; of small spo- of Virginia’s Fish Kill Task Force,
radic pockets of fish kills. Small- which we can discuss too, I was
mouth bass and red breast and responsible for getting all the
we’d go out and verify and we fisherman and the river users
would find some small number coordinated to be out on the
of sick fish - this was during river, to be looking for issues
the initial warm up period, late as they emerge and they did a

great job. We started getting
reports, we think, right when
it started to happen and this
is where we missed out in the
past, we missed that initiating
event. And that’s going to be a
big piece of determining what’s
wrong is; what is initiating
this? What are the precursors,
the environmental conditions,
the water chemistry?
And we have some very advanced monitoring equipment
in the river right now at a lot of
locations that are monitoring
the river chemistry and what
contaminants are in it. We’re
going to be able to build very advanced contaminant profiles and
beyond just the normal suite of
the things that you test for, like
oxygen levels and phosphorous
and nitrogen and ammonia. You
know, these are going to be into
some of these endocrine disrupting chemicals.
So we started getting heavier
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fish kills, we started seeing a lot
of sick fish, they turned very
dark in color and they would
move up into very shallow water,
inches of water in (indiscernible)
along sandy banks, clay banks
and they seemed to be waiting
to die. You could see fungus
patches on them, looked like
little cotton balls on their sides.
RB: Was this localized incident,
or did you find it in different
places along the main stem and
both forks? I know that there
were issues initially, oh it was in
this fork and then it jumped to
the other fork the next year.
JK: Yeah. In past years - in 2004
as far as we could tell we had a

real severe event on the North
Fork Shenandoah, we lost about
80 percent of our mature smallmouth bass. We lost a higher
percentage of all of the red
breast sunfish, which is out native sunfish. They took the largest hit, they’re not talked about
very much, but they’re nearly
eliminated in some areas. There’s
pockets of them that seem to be
doing okay, but we’re not sure
why that is, we have theories.
Then in 2005 we had problems
on the South Fork. We had a
similar kill of similar severity,
again about 80 percent of the
mature smallmouth - that means
smallmouth over about 9 or 10
inches. The young of year at that
point seem not to be effected

and we have a lot of young of
year from good reproduction
the year before. Last year we had
some pockets of fish kills, very
isolated . . . we thought maybe
we were going to see the end of
it. We also had a very dry season
without any run off. This year
we’ve had significant rain events
and it seems that about a week
after our rains events - and we
often also experience warming
of the water and we were getting
our fish kills.
And this year it’s - and I personally verified 22 sites on the
South Fork and about 9 on the
North Fork Shenandoah. And
it’s at every single one of them
at different levels of severity, but
this is about 97 miles of South

New police Harley hits the streets

From a release:

ment. This position requires the
officer to utilize the motorcycle
Chief Ronald A. William- in handling traffic enforcement.
son of the Front Royal Police During periods of inclement
Department announced that
the Department has taken a
new step forward in its goal to
increase traffic enforcement
within our Town. The Department has recently acquired a
2007 Harley Davidson motorcycle which will be hitting the
streets in an effort to address
the most-noted traffic violations. These violations include
speeding, aggressive driving
and failure to obey traffic signs
and/or lights. The Department
hopes that this motorcycle will
be an important community
policing tool that will be easily
accessible to the public.
The motorc ycle w ill b e
manned by Traffic Enforcement Officer Donald Orye.
Officer Orye was named as the weather, Officer Orye will conDepartment’s first Traffic En- tinue to carry out his duties in
forcement Officer in July 2006, an unmarked patrol vehicle.
following the approval of the
Officer Orye has received
position by the Town Council. training in advance Accident InOfficer Orye has been with the vestigation and Reconstruction,
Department since August 2005 Commercial Motor Vehicle
after serving five years with the regulations, as well as being a
Luray, Virginia Police Depart- certified Radar and Lidar Oper-

ator. Officer Orye will continue
to receive training in motorcycle
patrol techniques as well as
other areas of traffic safety. His
ability to enforce the traffic laws
has already resulted in a marked
increase in traffic arrests. The
ultimate goal, which is to make
our community safer, is to work
toward voluntary compliance by
the public to obey traffic laws.
Due to its stealth and maneuverability, the traffic enforcement motorcycle is ideal
for speed enforcement. This
motorcycle will also be used for
parades, traffic control, funeral
processions and other events
which require the ability to
maneuver. Citizen’s complaints
will be addressed with respect to
problem areas and other traffic
safety issues. Overall, the use
of motorcycles by numerous
law enforcement agencies in
the Commonwealth of Virginia,
have proven to be extremely
beneficial in ensuring safer
streets in their communities.
We hope to bring the same
benefits to our community. In
July 2007, the Department will
assign a second officer to the
Traffic Enforcement Unit.

Fork and its 90 miles or so of
North Fork Shenandoah. And
the reports on the main stem
are that we have lesions but we
don’t have mortality yet.

right that like to.

RB: Should people who fish the
river, sport fishing and actually
do eat fish - I know there are
warnings in different parts of the
river that are maintained; how
concerned should people be if
they’re fishing a part of the river
where it is okay, generally speaking to eat your catch? Should
people -

JK: Yeah, that’s the first step
certainly. Let’s move on beyond
that, I just hope people aren’t
eating these fish. There’s such
mortality that we’re going to lose
a large percentage of their fish
this year and I think angling, we
encouraged it so that we could
detect the fish kill early, I’m now
sort of discouraging it.
Now, there’s a bight side of
this, to some degree, in that our
smallmouth bass are reproducing right now. In one small section of the river down near the
park - or I’m not going to say
where, but about a mile from the
state park went through about
75 yards of river and found 22
nesting sites where we had single
male smallmouth protecting
eggs on the beds and I verified
that there were eggs. So these
fish are reproducing.

JK: That means basically the
North Fork and we knew that
if you’re eating fish out of the
South Fork or the main stem of
the Shenandoah particularly if
you are female of child bearing
age or a child, then you need to
really seriously reconsider that,
because of the PCP and mercury
contamination of the river. But
in the areas where the state has
okayed the consumption, I don’t
know what RB: If you don’t see a sick fish JK: I don’t know what to say. You
know, I’m not eating them. I
don’t know that it’s a good
practice. If you need them for
subsistence that would be another issue, but if you’re just
enjoying a meal you might want
to - you’d better cook it well. You
know, many of these fish have
bacterial infections, we know
of several bacterias - strains
that are in them that can cause
mortality in the fish. There’s a
bacteria called aremonous somonacido (sic) which is generally a trout bacteria that is - we
know to be killing some of the
smallmouth and we also have
flexibacter columnaris which
is a soil bacteria which gets in
our river runoff events which
we haven’t found much of this
year, but in past years we found
it and they’re not really suitable
for consumption. So I wouldn’t
eat fish, but people still have the

RB: Would you say cook it well,
make sure it has no signs of
disease on it?

RB: So the will to survive genetically is there.
JK: It’s there. A few of these fish
I could see the lesions on them
just looking at them from above
the surface, you know the white
patches of fungus, but they’re
going to continue to reproduce
which is a good thing and helps
to continue the fishery.
(Break)
RB: Jeff, let’s talk a little bit about
the Shenandoah River and the
valley that bears its name. Are
there unique characteristics that
are bringing things to a head
here? Like say we have a distinct
geology in the area?
JK: It’s a great question. This is
the - sort of at the crux thinking
in the Fish Kill Task Force. And
the Fish Kill Task Force was
setup in 2005 after our second
major kill and its co-chaired by
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Don Kain of the Department Virginia line.
of Environmental Quality and
Stephen Reeser from the De- RB: Now, are they facing a simipartment of Game and Inland lar geology to us, over there?
Fisheries.
JK: Somewhat similar. They don’t
RB: All names that are in my file really have the limestone geoloon the Shenandoah River.
gy that we have, but there’s other
things that we can get to. But all
JK: Yeah. That’s right, recently along we’ve asked ourselves, why
we added Dr. Greg Armen (sic) would we be having these kills
and Dr. Don Orth (sic), who are here and we’re not having them
the scientific co-chairs, they’re in the Rappahannock watershed
heading the direction of the sci- or even in the lower Potomac,
entific study. And all along from you know, where this water
the very beginning our question goes. And that’s really pointed
was, why are we having kills in to a contaminant and you know
the Shenandoah River system the question of what’s unique
and not in - and also in the South about this valley.
Branch of the Potomac, which
is just over the Allegheny range RB: A contaminant that would
on the other side of the West be here but not in these other

Calligraphic Meditations on Nature
From a release:
The Front Royal Women’s Resource Center announces Calligraphic Meditations on Nature
with Billie MIchelle Benegar, a
workshop introducing the basic principles of Asian Calligraphy with traditional materials,
including rice paper and sumi
ink. Presented in the beautiful
natural setting of The Library

at Blandy Experimental Farm,
The State Arboretum of Virginia, Thursday, May 31, 2007,
10:00 am. to 2:30 pm. Cost $75
to members/$85 to the public,
materials included. Maximum
of 15 participants. To register call the Women’s Resource
Center at 636-7007 or remit
directly to the FRWRC c/o 10
Buck Mountain Rd.. Bentonville, VA 22610

Reach thousands
of Warren County
residents
of all ages
by advertising
in
Warren County’s
most-read
newspaper.
Call (540) 636-1014
editor@warrencountyreport.com

places?

be fair game to talk about.

JK: Maybe diluted or not in
those other watersheds. And
right now I think we’re going to
try and isolate maybe some contaminants that might cause immunity problems and intersex.
And so we went through
many different hypothesis and
ideas about what might be killing the fish from methane to
development, to some ad practices, to different types of sewer
treatments. You name it we
went through them all and we
were trying to isolate some of
the things that are unique. The
Shenandoah Valley, whether we
like it or not, is becoming a satellite of D.C.; it’s becoming a commuter center, people are coming
out here and still commuting
into the city and so development
has increased. And that’s been
good and it’s been bad. It’s got
- you know it’s a double edge
sword.
We have a high intensity of agriculture, which is the lifeblood
of the Valley and some of those
industries have grown and we
were looking at changes in those
practices to see if we could tease
out something that might have
changed to initiate something
like this. We’ve looked at the
- you know we’re looking at the
suite of new pharmaceutical
products.
So the trick is finding out
what is unique. We don’t have
fish kills everywhere in the
State. Really we’re isolated to the
Shenandoah Valley in the South
Branch and maybe I’ll come back
in a couple weeks and discuss
something’s that are developing
now and the direction of the task
force. We feel like we’re isolating
something’s that may be risky
to the fish, things we’re finding in the water and the in the
Valley. And it’s not appropriate
to discuss them right now, but
when the scientific studies have
been developed and when the
universities get proposals about
studying them, I think it would

RB: Now, when conclusions are
reached at like that, how far are
we from coming up with some
solutions to ease the environmental pressures on the fish
population?

for, it’s easier to diagnose. The
average angler’s not seeing the
problems. The average angler is
going down in the middle of the
river and catching fish which are
still in the river and they’re not
looking on the banks . . . they’re
not really looking closely and
finding these things. It does
take some examination and
these fish are not floating when
they die, they’re sinking to the
bottom. They’re not easy to find,
so we’re losing fish over several
months, very small percentage
each week, but it’s accumulating and turning into quite a few
fish. So stay tuned maybe we’ll
come back and we’ll have a juicy
discussion on what we’re finding
in the task force.

JK: Well, I don’t think we’re going to come up with one thing,
I think we’re going to come up
with several contributing factors
to this, that seems clear. There
maybe one is more heavily
weighted than another. But the
problem with these things is we
may find that there’s a legacy
issue. Where we could stop the
introduction of these things
- something into our environment - a contaminant into our
environment, but like DDT back RB: How often do you go out
in the 60s and 70s, it could take a week? I mean, are you out
a lot of years for that to work it’s everyday?
way out of the system.
JK: I’ve been out 200 hours in the
RB: Yeah. The problem didn’t last 15 days, so it’s a lot.
surface and then you saw the fish
kills immediately, it’s something RB: So I wasn’t joking when I
that’s been building up.
said you were taking some time
out from your busy schedule.
JK: That’s likely, I can’t say it for
sure or not. We certainly would JK: It’s sun up to sun down. We’re
have to have a change of some trying to make sure we don’t
kind to initiate these things, miss any opportunities to learn
because they’re initiated. And what we can while these fish kills
it’s quite clear that we’ve had are occurring.
fish kills for a long time in this
valley. We’ve looked through RB: But the task force is moving
newspaper articles and we forward, we may be on the edge
looked through old files that of some scientific answers?
the Department of Environmental Quality and there’s a lot JK: Well, we’re going to certainly
of sort of unnoticed fish kills be able to either say that certain
that have occurred, which were things that we’ve been suspialways attributed to spring stress cious about are or are not of
from spawning and it just re- concern and that will get us one
ally isn’t appropriate. These fish step or several steps closer to
don’t go through the acuity of the answers. It’s the best way to
stress that would imply and we go about it.
don’t see this kind of mortality in other river systems. And RB: Well this is our Valley, this
so we think that we may have is our river, we should all be
had kind of low-grade kills for concerned about it and Jeff we’ll
a while, just not being noticed look forward to having you back
by the public. And now there’s some time.
a lot of focus on it and it’s easier
- now that we know what to look (End of interview)
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It’s always interesting to see how many people stop at the Visitor’s Center while simply driving through
the area. Of course the Front Royal center is internationally rated as one of the friendliest and most useful
in the country. Apparently word is also spreading about Larry’s great pancakes on Main Street!

Domestic
Visitors
AL
AK
AZ
AR
CA
CO
CT
DE
DC
FL
GA
HI
ID
IL
IN
IA
KS
KY
LA
ME
MD
MA
MI
MN
MS
MO
MT
NE
NV
NH
NJ
NM
NY
NC
ND
OK
OH
OR
PA
PR
RI
SC
SD
TN
TX
UT
VT
VA
WA
WV
WI
WY

2
4
2
29
3
19
31
14
28
16
22
6
4
9
18
78
32
42
8
3
5
4
17
40
95
42
4
2
19
8
101
9
11
13
10
8
2
143
10
10
18
-

What prompted their visit?
AAA Travel Guides
2
Appalachian Trail
15
Bicycle Tour
18
Birding
3
Business Trip
17
Camping Directories
26
Christendom College
5
Driving through
122
Friends
36
Elizabeth Furnace Rec. Area
9
Front Royal
24
Genealogy
4
Golf Guides
7
History/Civil War
38
Highway Signs
1
Honeymoon
6
Jamestown 2007 Celebration
2
L’Dee’s Pancake House
3
Local Resident
3
Luray Caverns
8
Map
2
Miscellaneous Travel Guides
2
Missionary Work
2
Previous Visit
10
Randolph-Macon Academy
2
Regional Resident
2
Relatives
48
Relocating
12
School Project
4
Sightseeing
86
Skyline Caverns
22
Skyline Drive/SNP
353
Uncertain or no reply
115
Vacation
114
Virginia Garden Tour
4
Visiting
26
Wayside Theater
2
White Post Restoration
3
Wedding
12
Wineries
9
Total
1,170

Visitors entering Shenandoah
National Park in Front Royal
International
Visitors
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
England
- Ireland
- Scotland
Finland
France
Germany
India
Israel
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Netherlands
South Africa
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan

2
17
2
1
91
79
2
6
5
4
46
5
14
3
7
1
15
7
7
2
6

Apr 2007
23,757 

Apr 2006
26,569

Visitors entering Shenandoah
River State Park in Bentonville
Apr 2007
7,504 
Folks from 41 states and 21
countries checked in last
month!
Apr 2007
1,263 

Apr 2006
1,246

From the U.S.A.
941 
946
From other countries
322 
300

Apr 2006
9,544

This data was compiled by Front Royal Tourism
Coordinator Don LaFever from the guest registry.
You can find Don and a wealth of information at the
Visitor’s Center on Main Street. (540) 635-5788
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Front Royal Warren County Chamber of Commerce
Call (540) 635-3185 for more information.
VIRGINIA WINE &
CRAFT FESTIVAL
The Wine & Craft Festival is Saturday, May 19th
from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Advance tickets are available
now. Admission for wine
tasting is $12 in advance
and $18 at the gate. General admission is $2.00.
The committee is looking
for volunteers for that day
from 1p.m. on. If you are
able to give some time or
would like to purchase
tickets in advance, please
contact Pam at 635-3185
ext. 2 or priffle@frontroyalchamber.com.
BUSINESS APPRECIATION LUNCHEON
In recognition of the contributions of Business and
Industry to Front Royal
and Warren County we
would like to invite you to
the Business Appreciation
Luncheon on Tuesday,
May 15th, 12 - 1:30 p.m.
at the North Warren Fire
& Rescue Dept. Celebration Hall. The luncheon is
sponsored by Wachovia,
Economic Development
Authority and the Chamber.

keting opportunities available now for restaurants,
hotels, bed & breakfasts
and attractions. Contact
Sharon Baroncelli at 540635-3185 x25 for information. Deadline is May
15th.
BROWN BAG LUNCH
SERIES CONTINUES
Join us Tuesday, May
22nd, at noon, at the
Chamber office for Small
Business Acct. Basics
“What Your Financial
Statements are Really
Telling You?” presented
by Mike Noble, Noble &
Noble Financial Associates. Join us for a fun hour
of learning and networking. RSVP by responding to this email or calling
635-3185.

IDEARAISER
You are invited to an
Idearaiser hosted by Lieutenant Governor Bill Bolling and the Chamber on
Thursday, May 31st from
3 - 4:30 p.m. at the Warren County Government
Center. 100 Ideas for the
Future of Virginia is an
initiative by Lieutenant
Governor Bill Bolling to
WAYSIDE THEATRE enter into a candid conCOMING TO FRONT versation with fellow VirROYAL
ginians about the future of
Wayside Theatre is com- our Commonwealth. For
ing to Front Royal. Mar- more information, please

visit
100ideasva.com.
RSVP to the Chamber at
635-3185 or info@frontroyalchamber.com.
MEMBER NEWS
The Town of Front Roy
al will be sponsoring
two (2) Town Meetings,
Thursday, May 17, 2007
at 9:00am AND 7:00pm in
the Warren County Government Center Board
Room located at 220 N.
Commerce Avenue . The
meetings will be conducted by the Town’s wholes
ale provider American
Electric Power (AEP).
The purpose of the meetings is to give an overview
regarding the current and
future market condition of
the electrical industry and
how it will affect the businesses and citizens of the
Town of Front Royal . This
will offer the citizens of
the Town the opportunity
to learn how to prepare
for the changes that are
coming for the future. For
your convenience there
is a morning and an evening meeting scheduled.
All citizens of the Town of
Front Roy al are encouraged to attend one of the
public meetings.
The Downtown Business
Association will be holding Dancin Downtown

on Sunday, May 27th beginning at 6pm and ending at 11pm. We will
have a starting band and
a headliner band this year,
a first for us. The streets
will be closed at 5pm. The
last call for beer will be
9:45pm with all beer being
served no later than 10pm.
The band will play until
10:30pm and we will close
at 11pm. We will need
volunteers from 5pm until
we get cleaned-up. If you
can assist please contact
the DBA office via e-mail
or phone (540)631-0099.
The 1st Annual Redskins Cowboys Golf
Challenge will be held
May 16th & 17th to benefit the Warren County
4H for the new barn being built at the Warren
County Fairgrounds, 4H
in the Northern Shenandoah Valley and 10% to
the March of Dimes. For
more information contact
Raymond Heflin, Cedar
Creek Mortgage at 540635-0404.
North Warren Volunteer Fire & Rescue Dept.
will have their pancake
breakfast on Saturday,
May 19th at North Warren Volunteer Fire & Rescue Dept - Celebration
Hall.

FRONT ROYAL TOWN
COUNCIL MEETING
Monday, May 14th, 7 p.m.
at the Warren County
Government Center
Tuesday, May 29th, 7 p.m.
at the Warren County
Government Center
WARREN
COUNTY
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Tuesday, May 15th, 7 p.m.
at the Warren County
Government Center
UPCOMING EVENTS
May 15
Wine &
Craft Festival Committee
meeting, 8:15 a.m. at the
Chamber
May 15
Business Appreciation
Luncheon,
Noon at North Warren
Volunteer Fire & Rescue
Celebration Hall
May 19
Virginia Wine
& Craft Festival
May 21
Women’s
Business Council, “Power
of Golf ”, 5 p.m. at Bowling
Green Country Club
May 22
Brown Bag
Luncheon Series, Noon
May 28
Chamber
Closed - Memorial DayMay 30
Education
Committee, Noon, RMA
May 30
EDA Technology Committee, 7 p.m. at
the EDA

Reach more Warren County residents of all ages by advertising. Call (540) 636-1014.
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Royal Garden opened at the location of the former Royal Dairy on Chester Street.

Paula Conrow

Paula Conrow

Community photos

Paula Conrow
Paula Conrow

Sous Chef German Canales slices and dices.

Preparing to enjoy the food and the weather in the outside service area of the Royal Garden on Grand Opening Day plus one
are, from left, Eric Neel, Thor Shoemaker and Glenda Mickuleke.

Wanda Lawson

12-year-old Brandi Lewis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Lewis of Front Royal, had 12 and a half inches of her hair cut off
so she could help other children. The donation is going to the
Locks for Love foundation. Locks of Love is a public non-profit
organization that provides hairpieces to financially disadvantaged children under age 18 suffering from long-term medical
hair loss from any diagnosis. They meet a unique need for children by using donated hair to create the highest quality hair
prosthetics. Most of the children helped by Locks of Love have
lost their hair due to a medical condition called alopecia areata, which has no known cause or cure. The prostheses they
provide help to restore their self-esteem and their confidence,
enabling them to face the world and their peers. Details at
www.locksoflove.org

Dan McDermott

Craig Chillcott and Holly Rustick are ready for some Royal
Garden fare.

7 year-old Hannah holds her
toy poodle Sammy at Woofstock, held recently at Samuels
Public Library in Front Royal.
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Kevin S. Engle

A Keeper

By Kevin S. Engle
Warren County Report

My wife says I’m a real keeper.
I took it as a compliment. You
know, like “he’s a real catch.”
Someone you should hang on to.
Only trouble is, that’s not what
she meant.
What she was saying is that I
have a habit of keeping things.
Things that she doesn’t think are
worth all that much. And she’s
right. Stuff like old clothes, old
newspapers and junk mail. I’ve
been known to keep socks and
underwear with holes in them
for long periods of time. To my
wife’s amazement, or more appropriately, her horror, I even
wear them on a regular basis.
Sure, if they were cheese, they’d
be swiss, but what’s a few holes?
There’s still more than enough
material to do the job they were

created to do. In other words,
they cover and support what
they’re supposed to. Judy has
assured me on numerous occasions that these articles of
clothing, if you can still call them
that, will soon disappear. I don’t
actually maintain an inventory,
but I’m fairly certain she’s not
made good on those threats just
yet.
Old newspapers. I don’t plan
on wrapping fish or stuffing
them in boxes the next time we
move. I keep them because I actually intend to read them. Ok, I
admit there are articles that I’ve
never gotten to, including some
from five years ago, but they’re
still on my To Do list. I just need
to remember my To Do list.
I don’t like to pitch junk mail
until after I’ve looked at it. Why
I don’t know. Maybe I’m hoping
there’s a bunch of money in one

WZRV Valley Today host Roger Bianchini
points to the star of the May 4 show, musician Robbie Limon, aka Hank Williams
Sr., aka Buddy Holly, who visited the 95.3
FM/1450 AM studio with son Forrest and
bass player and co-writer Ken Wissman.
A podcast of the show, live performances of Hank and Buddy songs included, is
available at www.warrencountyreport.
com

of those envelopes. I haven’t
found it yet, but I’m still looking.
And when the little piles of junk
mail begin to sprout up around
the house like weeds, my better
half focuses my attention on
getting rid of it. And I do.
A few years ago, we did something I don’t ever want to do
again. Move. Moving is a great
time to go through your possessions and toss out what you don’t
want or know you’ll never use
again. I did my best, but I have
a hard time trashing something
if there’s even the remotest
possibility that I might need it
some day. I already have plans
for several of those nice moving
boxes.
I hate to get rid of something
even when I don’t need it. You
know the twisties you get when
you buy garbage bags? We have
more of those little things than

we could ever use in our lifetime,
but I just can’t bring myself to
throw away the new ones. An
extra screw or nail? I keep those
too, not that I’d know what to do
with them. And don’t even think
about throwing away that tube
of toothpaste until you’re absolutely certain you’ve squeezed
out every drop.
Ok, I’ve got a problem, I admit
it. But I know where it comes
from. My parents. I’ve come
across old greeting cards they
kept for years. Birthdays, get
well wishes, anniversaries, holidays. You name it, they kept it.
I would never do that. That’s just
silly.
One of my cousins is even
worse than me. At least that’s
what I tell myself. He keeps
every credit card receipt and
utility bill and neatly stores
them away in marked boxes.

He’s already told his family to
pitch them when he kicks the
bucket. “Don’t even waste your
time taking the lids off,” he jokes.
“Just throw the whole thing
away.” See, I’m not that bad. I’ll
bet those boxes could be reused
though.
Yeah, I admit it. I’m a keeper.
But guess who’s a loser? My
wife. That’s right. She’s going
to lose her mind living with me.
But not to worry, I’ll keep it for
her.
Kevin is currently undergoing
professional counseling for his
problem. If you’d like to send him
get well wishes, you may do so
at Kevin@warrencountyreport.
com. Checks and cash would be
great too.

WFTR “Valley of the Stars” host Brad Haynes and one of his headliners, Robbie Limon in his Hank Williams Sr. garb, share a moment following the May 12, “Valley of
the Stars Show” at the Strasburg Theater. The show, featuring a number of Haynes’
former guests, was a rousing success packing the old movie theater and regional
musical venue for a rollicking good time. In the photo to the right, Limon bares uncanny physical resemblance, not to mention musical, to the tragically short-lived
county and western music legend.
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Financial focus

Investing for Kids? Keep These Dates in Mind
By Edward Jones Investments

If you have young children or
grandchildren, you may want
to start investing for them —
and you should. As you invest,
however, you’ll need to keep
a couple of key dates in mind
— because they can make a difference in your family’s tax sit-

uation and your control of your
child’s or grandchild’s assets.
One important date to remember is the day your child or
grandchild turns 17 — because
that’s the last year he or she
will be affected by the “kiddie
tax.” The kiddie tax applies to
unearned income — typically
from investments held in the

child’s name — above an annual threshold, which in 2007 is
$1,700. Of that $1,700, the first
$850 of earnings is tax-free, but
the next $850 will be taxed at
the child’s rate, which is typically 10%. Any income above
that $1,700 will be taxed at your
rate, which could be as high as
35%.

However, while your child’s or
grandchild’s tax rate may be
10%, it doesn’t necessarily mean
that every investment that generates $850 in earnings will be
taxed at that same rate. For example, a child will pay only a 5%
tax rate on income from most
types of stock dividends. (At
least, that’s the case for now;

Congress is considering legislation that would subject that
$850 — or whatever the future
amount may be — to the 10%
rate, no matter what the source
of the income.)
On the other hand, if a child
invests in growth stocks —
those that generally don’t pay
dividends — he or she won’t
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Financial focus
generate significant unearned
income until after the shares
are sold. So, if you and your offspring follow a “buy and hold”
strategy with these stocks until the child is at least 18, he
or she would have to pay only
the capital gains tax, which is
currently just 5% for people in
the 10% tax bracket. (This rate
drops to zero for the years 2008
through 2010, but the proposed
legislative changes would deny
this rate drop to children.)

Once your child or grandchild
turns 18, he or she will no longer be affected by the kiddie
tax.
The age of 18 is also important
if you’ve been investing for
your children or grandchildren
through either the Uniform Gift
to Minors Act (UGMA) or the
Uniform Transfer to Minors Act
(UTMA). Essentially, UGMA/
UTMA allows you to fund an
account for a child, but limit
the child’s access to the account

until he or she reaches the age
of majority — either 18 or 21 in
most states. The child own the
account, but you are named as
custodian, and you control the
account until the child is no
longer a minor. At that point,
the custodial relationship ends
and the child assumes control
over the account.
In other words, once the
child is 18 (or 21), there’s no
guarantee that he or she will use
the money for college, as you

may have intended. If you really want to put all your child’s 			
- EJ$
Reach thousands
investment money into a fund
of Warren County
designed strictly for college,
residents
you might want to consider an
of all ages
alternative.
by advertising
In any case, if you’ve got inin
vestments earmarked for your
Warren County’s
children or grandchildren, be
most-read
aware of the changes that will
newspaper.
occur once they turn 17, 18 or
21. Those years can be chalCall (540) 636-1014
lenging enough without any fi- editor@warrencountyreport.com
nancial “surprises.”
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COMING SOON:
The Biggest

Karaoke Contest
in the history of the
Shenandoah Valley

The
Union Hall
Lounge
Beside

Victoria’s Restaurant
231 Chester Street
Front Royal, VA

* * Tuesday night KIDS EAT FREE at **

Victoria’s
Restaurant

* 10 & under from Kids Menu w/ purchase of an adult meal after 4 PM

Full Menu & Service for the Entire Family
Open 7 days a week • 11 am - 10 pm
231 Chester St. • Front Royal, VA
540-636-0008 • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted
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Business

Roger Bianchini

County, town, EDA and Chamber officials are on
the same page as the statewide Business Appreciation Week is kicked off on a positive note Monday at Chamber headquarters in Front Royal.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Putting recent differences on
attitudes, surveys and “the business” aside, representatives
of the Town of Front Royal,
Warren County, the Chamber
of Commerce and Economic
Development Authority gath-

ered Monday afternoon at the
Chamber’s Main Street office
to kick off Business Appreciation Week.
Warren Board Chairman Richard Traczyk and Front Royal
Mayor James Eastham read
Resolutions acknowledging
the importance of the business
community to their respective

Warren County Administrator Doug Stanley explains the proactive approach to improving the
county and town’s zoning and permit processes as a result of discussions with Town Manger
Michael Graham, left, in
the wake of input from
recent Chamber survey
on municipal relations
with area businesses.
Chamber President Sharon Baroncelli, center,
listens.
the whole goal, coming from
private industry I know what
it means to take care of your
customers. We want to take care
of our customers and make it as
easy and as friendly as possible,

Roger Bianchini

municipalities and Warren
County Administrator Doug
Stanley added a resolution
developed with Front Royal
Town Manager Michael Graham promising to facilitate
improved communications
with the business community
over both the town and county’s
rezoning and building permit
processes.
Stanley said the resolution
should help both the private and
public sectors coexist.
“The town, county and chamber
of commerce have been working
on putting together a resolution, basically cementing our
commitment to work with local
businesses on the zoning and
building permit process to make
it more user friendly and also
to help us resolve some issues
we had with work being started
without the proper permits.”
Graham said the town is committed to improving its relationship with local businesses.
“Based on our survey and also
on the chamber survey, we want
to be user friendly and we want
to be business friendly. That’s

Roger Bianchini

Business Appreciation Week kicks off
Front
Royal-Warren
County
Chamber
of
Commerce Board President Jonathan Ezell receives a soon-to-be-approved resolution of the
town’s appreciation for
its business community
from Mayor James Eastham.
still being a government – now I
don’t know if that’s an oxymoron
or not – but we’re going to be as
easy as possible as I can make it
being in the government.”
The local celebration of the
statewide recognition of Business Appreciation Week continued the following day with a
luncheon at the North Warren
Fire Hall.

Front Royal Downtown Business Association Announces Spring Fundraiser
From a release:
The Front Royal Downtown Business Association
(DBA) recently announced
the date of Sunday, May 27 for
Dancin’Downtown. The Memorial Day weekend event will be
held in the Gazebo area from
6:00 pm -11:00 pm.
Two bands are scheduled to
play, opening at 6:30 to 7:30 pm,
a local trio, “The Rumblers”, a
classic rock bank. Then from
7:30 to 10:30 pm, the “Robbie
Limon Band” plays some of the
best music of the 70’s and some

classic rock n roll. Robbie Limon
most recently performed the
lead role at the Wayside Theater
in “Buddy-The Buddy Holly
Story” and last year the lead in
“Hank Williams-The Lost Highway” at the Wayside Theater.
The Village Commons as well
as the intersection of Main and
Chester Streets will be blocked
to traffic beginning at 5:00 pm
on Sunday the 27th, to make
room for beverage and food
vendors, and a dance area.
General admission of $3.00
per person or $5.00 per couple
will be collected at several gates

in the area. Children 6 and
under will be admitted free.
However, youths 15 and under
must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. Photo ID’s will
be requested for youths 17 and
older. For everyone’s enjoyment
and safety, pets, skates, skate
boards, and bicycles, as well as
coolers are not allowed in the
gated area.
There will be a variety of family beverages and food for purchase, including funnel cakes,
hot dogs, sodas, Daily Grind
Smoothies, hamburgers and
steak and cheese subs. For those

21 years of age or older and with
photo ID, beer will be available
with a limit of two tickets sold
per ID at a time. Beer tickets
will be available from 6:30 pm
til 9:45 pm and must be served
by 10:00 pm. B.J Sager, Inc,
will provide complementary
O’Doul’s, a non alcohol beer. No
alcoholic beverages or coolers
are allowed to be brought in or
out of the gated area.
Over 70 volunteers make
this event successful and while
weather is always changing and
unpredictable, clouds or even a
light sprinkle will not keep the

event from going forward. If
overcast, bring an umbrella. A
downpour date of Saturday, June
23 has been reserved.
The Front Royal Downtown
Business Association would
like to thank local sponsors,
Crim’s Trailers and Jack Evans
Chevrolet for their contributions. For more information, or
to volunteer, call the DBA office,
540-631-0099 or send an email
to dba@downtownfrontroyal.
com.
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Diversions

Some fun things that make you think. The solutions to the puzzles are on page 39. NO
PEEKING!!!

You don’t say!
• In the original Brothers
Grimm fairy tale, the dwarfs
are indistinct, interchangeable
characters. For Disney’s version, more than 50 names and
personalities were thought up
- including Tubby, Burpy, and
Biggy-Wiggy - before the final
Seven Dwarf names were chosen.
• There are 400 times more
germs on an office telephone
than on a toilet seat.
• Venice, Italy, was founded as
a refugee camp.
• The nation of Cape Verde, located in the Atlantic Ocean 450
miles west of the western tip of
Africa, has no minerals except
salt and pozzolana. Volcanic
ash is used in making cement.
• An angstrom is a unit of
length equal to one ten-millionth of a millimeter, primarily
used to express electromagnet-

ic wavelengths. It was named
after Swedish astronomer and
physicist Anders Jonas Angstrom (1814-1874).
• Geyser is derived from an Icelandic word for “hot springs.”
• John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, the second and third
presidents of the U.S., both
died within hours of each other
on July 4, 1826. It was the 50th
anniversary of the nation’s independence.
• If you lace your shoes from
the inside to the outside, the fit
will be snugger around your big
toe.
• “Godfather of Soul” James
Brown was raised in a brothel
and served three years hard labor for breaking into a car.
• British prime minister Winston Churchill’s mother was
American.
(c) DBR Media

History
On May 20, 1862, the Homestead Act was approved, granting free family farms to settlers
... May 18, 1917, a conscription
law was passed, paving the way
for the drafting of men into the
U.S. military ... May 19, 1921,
Congress sharply curbed immigration, setting a national
quota system ... May 20, 1927,
Capt. Charles A. Lindbergh left
Roosevelt Field, N.Y. alone in
his plane, Spirit of St. Louis, on
the first New York-Paris nonstop flight ... May 18, 1933, the
Tennessee Valley Authority was
created by an act of Congress ...
May 17, 1954, in the Supreme
Court’s decision, Brown v.
Board of Education of Topeka,
segregation in public schools
was unanimously ruled unconstitutional ... May 17, 1987, an
Iraqi missile killed 37 sailors
aboard the frigate U.S.S. Stark
in the Persian Gulf;
Iraq called it an accident ... May 14,

1998, the TV show, “Seinfeld”,
aired its last episode ... May
15, 2002, the White House said
that President George W. Bush
had received a CIA briefing
in August, 2001, warning that
Osama bin Laden was planning to hijack planes, but that
the warning did not predict the
planes would be crashed into
buildings ... May 17, 2003, Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon met with Palestinian Prime
Minister Mahmoud Abbas for
three hours discussing a peace
plan ... May 15, 2005, Secretary
of State Condoleezza Rice, in
Iraq, urged the appointment of
more Sunnis to the government
...May 16, 2005, at Fort Hood,
Army Reserve Spec. Sabrina
Harmon was convicted of abusing prisoners at Abu Ghraib; she
was sentenced the next day to
six months in prison and given
a bad-conduct discharge ... May
17, 2005, Los Angeles got its
first Hispanic mayor since 1872

when Antonio Villaraigosa (D),
a member of the City Council,
defeated the incumbent mayor,
James Hahn ... May 18, 2005,
U.S. officials said that more
than 450 Iraqis had been killed
during the month to that point.
(c) 2007 DBR Media, Inc.

Movies
1. Disturbia starring David
Morse Rated: PG-13
2. The Invisible Marcia Gay
Harden PG-13
3. Fracture Anthony Hopkins R
4. Year of the Dog Molly Shannon PG-13
5. Next Nicolas Cage PG-13
6. Hot Fuzz Simon Pegg R
7. Vacancy Kate Beckinsale R
8. Blades of Glory Will Ferrell
PG-13
9. In the Land of Women Adam
Brody PG-13
10. Meet the Robinsons featuring the voice of Angela Bassett
G
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Puzzles

This issue’s crossword puzzle theme is “Every which way.” The solutions to the crossword and the Sudoku puzzle are on page 39. NO PEEKING!!!

ACROSS
1 Showoffs
5 Means of transportation
9 Refreshing spot
12 Bridge term
16 Idaho’s neighbor
17 Was optimistic
19 Phony scheme
20 Office worker
21 Northwestern route
24 TV sidekick
25 Coated with a hard substance
26 Farm buildings
27 Ate away
28 Gabor & others
29 Approximately
30 Fastener
31 Badge
34 Draw
35 Musical number
36 Legendary bird
39 Eastern route
43 Capsule
44 Verb endings
45 Cheer

46 Presidential nickname
47 Window covering
48 Old French coins
49 Northeastern route
54 White-tailed bird
55 Zeus’ son
56 Terminator
57 Billboard
58 Wallach and Whitney
59 Osmond kids’ birthplace
60 Head of Pierre
61 Dream up
64 Song from “The Sound
of Music”
65 Swiss river
66 Film letters
69 Northwestern route
72 Actor Tim
73 Bread company founder
74 Numeral
75 __ Genevi ve
76 Eur. nation
77 “O My Luve’s like __
red rose...”
78 Southwestern route
84 Sunburnt

85 Beverage
86 Royal one
87 Sick
88 Dance
89 Raise up
90 __ time; never
91 On the beach
94 Sir or Doctor
95 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.
99 Go bye-bye
100 Southwestern route
102 Spouses
103 Sir Guinness
104 Right of decision
105 Within: pref.
106 Suffix for mob or young
107 Word of agreement
108 Bean plants
109 Swedish auto
DOWN
1 Big
2 Tuna: Sp.
3 Guatemalan Indian
4 Boldfaced

5 Brain masses
6 Mechanical routines
7 Like peas in __
8 One belonging to
a club: abbr.
9 Meager
10 Cookware
11 Physicians’ org.
12 Bend forward
13 Give temporarily
14 Bet
15 Disposition
18 Horse
19 Decorated a house
with Christmas lights
20 Narrow groove
22 Adamant refusal
23 Old Testament lady
27 Charles Lamb
29 Island greeting
30 Baby, often
31 Actress __ Neal
32 Young one
33 Air rifle
35 Shady place
36 Laughing
37 Nostalgic tune
38 Weather forecast
40 City in France
41 Bar bills
42 Consumed
43 Stage
47 Struck
49 Sign of the Zodiac
50 Black
51 Asian nation
52 TV’s “Let’s Make __”
53 Production at the Met
55 Priest’s place
58 Like some seals

59 Made of a cereal grain
60 One who accepts an offer
61 “First __, first in peace, first
in the hearts of his
countrymen.” (Words said
of George Washington)
62 Inventor John
63 Flowed back
64 Craze
65 Regarding
66 English queen from
1553-58
67 First American to
orbit earth
68 “You’re pulling __!”
70 Tree-dwelling animal
71 __ as a fiddle
72 Conversations
78 Burrowing mammal
79 Amatory
80 Coin toss call
81 Beginnings
82 Markings on the skin
83 Port and others
85 Remedies
88 __ over; flutter above
89 Long walks
90 Fidgety
91 Charity
92 Chair
93 Detest
94 Saga
95 County in East-Central
California
96 Ms. Ferber
97 Pro __
98 Haughty one
100 Compensate
101 Degrees, for short

SUDOKU

Sudoku requires no arithmetic skills.
· The object of the game: fill out all the blank squares with the correct numbers.
· Each row of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 through 9 in any order.
· Each column of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 through 9 in any order.
· Each 3 by 3 subsection of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 through 9.
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More time-wasters from your friends at Warren County Report. Don’t worry, we won’t
tell your boss!

Quotes
“Tell me what company thou keepst, and I’ll tell thee what thou art.” - Miguel de Cervantes (1547-1616), Spanish novelist
“Have no friends not equal to yourself.” - Confucius (551-497 B.C.), Chinese philosopher
“We are often so caught up in our destination that we forget to appreciate the journey, especially the goodness of the people
we meet along the way. Appreciation is a wonderful feeling; don’t overlook it.” - Author Unknown
“Never forget that only dead fish swim with the stream.” - Malcolm Muggeridge.
“There are two lasting bequests we can give our children: One is roots. The other is wings.” - Hodding Carter, Jr.
“Be it known that we, the greatest, are misthought.” - Cleopatra
“Analysis kills spontaneity. The grain once ground into flour, springs and germinates no more.” - Henri Frederic Amiel
“There are some things that are so serious, you have to laugh at them.” - Niels Bohr
“Everything that irritates us about others can lead us to
an understanding of ourselves.” - Karl Jung
“Guard against the impostures of pretended
patriotism.” - George Washington
“It is always possible to be thankful for what is
given rather than to complain about what is not given.
One or the other becomes a habit of life.” - Elisabeth
Elliot

Trivia Time
1. What two states have the most national parks
sites?
2. What color must all Venetian gondolas be,
and what is the exception?
3. How big is DisneyWorld?
4. Of the 2,200 people quoted in the current
edition of “Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations,” how
many are women?
5. Who introduced mystery fiction’s first fictional
detective?
6. If the average man never trimmed his beard
in his lifetime, how long would it grow?
7. Who was the first president of all 50 states?
8. According to the Mayan long-count “linear”
calendar, when will the end of the world occur?
9. How long does a fingernail or toenail take to
grow from base to tip?
10. Who holds the Guinness World Record for
body piercings?
Trivia Time Answers
1. Alaska and California with eight each; 2. All
must be painted black, unless they belong to a
high official; 3. 30,500 acres (46 square miles),
making it twice the size of Manhattan; 4. 164;
5. Edgar Allan Poe with Auguste C. Dupin in his
1841 story, “The Murders in the Rue Morgue;” 6.
To nearly 30 feet long; 7. President Eisenhower;
8. June 5, 2012; 9. Approximately six months; 10.
Alex Lambrecht with 137

More diversions
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Thunder road

‘07 Nissan Sentra
By Zane Binder
When Nissan was acquired
by Renault, most observers believed it meant the marquee’s
demise. Surprisingly, it hasn’t;
the French automaker has a
savvy marketing department.
This week’s test vehicle is the
Nissan Sentra “S,” a mid-line
model that rates just below the
genre’s best. Though a hair’s
breath away in sophistication
compared to Honda’s Civic,
Toyota’s Corolla or the Mazda
3, it’s much better than a mere
competitor. In most ways, it’s a
pleasure to drive!
The fifth-generation Sentra

offers adequate room on its
cloth front buckets. Sadly, the
door armrests aren’t adequately
padded. The split/folding rear
bench offers plenty of legroom.
The trunk is mid-size and contains a cargo net in addition to
being nicely shaped and finished. Turning to the dash and
surrounding area, you’ll find
ample analog instrumentation,
decent cupholders, a power
point and large center console.
A locking glovebox is standard;
control “feel,” an intangible sign
of quality, is better than average. A tilt wheel, electric power
steering, a rear defroster and
vacuum-assisted 4-wheel disc

SHOP RATES

antilock brakes combine with
Electronic Brake Distribution
(a $600 option) and rigid body
structure to stop the car well.
Cruise control, electric windows and locks, keyfob entry
and more will please. Airbags
are everywhere; front, side, and
side curtain units combine with
“active head restraints” to make
the Sentra safer. A tire pressure
monitoring system is another
plus.
In ride, the front-drive Sentra
excels, its 4-wheel fully independent suspension delivering
decent ride comfort. Unfortunately, the soft underpinnings
apparently combine with the
electric power steering to make
straight-ahead freeway “tracking” touchy, extremely so. Large
bumps and dips aren’t handled
as well as its rivals. The turning
circle, at 36 feet, is average for
the class. The tires are skinny

DIRECT BILLING

DBR Media

Cars and trucks

all-season radials.
The Sentra’s engine is a 2.0
liter, 140 HP fuel-injected “4.”
It’s a 4-valve per cylinder design that’s smooth and quiet. It
delivers 26 city and 34 highway
miles per gallon (EPA 28/34)
mated to a long-throw 6-speed
manual transmission and light
clutch. Zero to 60 performance
in this 2,950-pound vehicle was
observed at 9.4 seconds. Both

acceleration and fuel efficiency
are competitive.
Quality control was excellent.
Overall, the $16,300 base price
“S” is a fine vehicle. Though not
perfect, it offers good value!
(c) 2007 DBR Media, Inc.
Opossum@ix.netcom.com

INSURANCE REPLACEMENTS
Full Line of Rental
Cars and Trucks

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK!

540-636-2090
348A COMMERCE AVE
FRONT ROYAL, VA
FAST FREE PICKUP, JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY!

CASH OR CREDIT CARD

VAN RENTALS MOVING TRUCKS
SERVING WARREN, SHENANDOAH,
PAGE AND FREDERICK COUNTIES
WINCHESTER LOCATION: 540-667-8304

MOVING TRUCKS

15 PASSENGER VANS
· SHUTTLE BUSES
· CARGO VANS
· MINIVANS
New Winchester location: 110-7 Featherbed Ln

SUPPLIES

BOXES

LOCAL/ONE-WAY

